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The rhyme is the line ’s birthday, as you know, 
and there are certain customary twins 
in Russian as in other tongues. For instance, 
love autom atically rhymes w ith  blood, 
nature w ith  liberty, sadness w ith  distance, 
humane w ith  everlasting, prince w ith  mud, 
moon w ith  a m ultitude o f words, but sun 
and song and w ind and life  and death w ith none.
(V lad im ir Nabokov)
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ABSTRACT 
ASPECTS OF PARTICLE ACCELERATION 
IN SOLAR FLARES
by
Y uri E. L itv inenko 
University o f New Hampshire, September, 1996
This is a theoretical study o f the acceleration o f charged particles during solar flares. An 
attem pt is made to  trace the relationship between the processes o f acceleration and prim ary 
flare energy release.
M otion o f charged particles in  a reconnecting current sheet (RCS) is considered, includ­
ing both the electric field and the magnetic field w ith  nonzero transverse (perpendicular to 
the RCS plane) and longitudinal (parallel to the electric current) components. An analyt­
ical technique is developed to  calculate particle trajectories and energy gain. The solution 
predicts a c ritica l value o f the longitudinal field beyond which it  counteracts the effect of 
the transverse field tha t serves to eject the particles out o f the sheet rapidly.
A  longitudinal component on the order o f the reconnecting component is necessary to 
explain electron acceleration in  RCSs up to 10 — 100 keV during the impulsive phase of 
solar flares. The acceleration tim e can be sufficiently short («  10-6 s) fo r the process to 
occur in the regime o f impulsive, bursty reconnection. Particle escape turns out to be more 
efficient across the RCS rather than along it ,  placing strong requirements on the electric 
field necessary to  accelerate the particles.
Protons can interact w ith  the RCS more them once due to the transverse electric field
ix
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outside the RCS. This field efficiently “locks”  nonthermal ions in the RCS, allowing their 
acceleration by the direct electric field to an energy o f up to a few GeV in  less than 0.1 
s. This mechanism explains the generation o f re la tiv is tic  ions in  large gamma-ray/proton 
flares.
Electromagnetic ion-cyclotron waves are generated by the electrons in  RCSs during im ­
pulsive flares. The resonant interaction w ith  these waves is the most promising mechanism 
for selective acceleration o f 3He ions. However, the observed break in  the particle spectra 
at energies o f about 1 — 10 MeV cannot be explained by the action o f the acceleration 
mechanism alone. I t  is shown that Coulomb energy losses may be large enough to provide 
the observed spectral break. Its  position is determined by the balance between energy gain 
by acceleration and the energy loss.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 1
M agnetic R econnection and 
Particle Acceleration in Flares
Acceleration o f charged particles to energies far exceeding the therm al energy is a widespread 
phenomenon in  cosmic plasmas. The mechanisms o f acceleration, however, s till defy fu ll 
theoretical understanding. The basic reason for th is is the absence o f in situ observations 
tha t would help to construct a correct acceleration model. To a large extent this is also true 
o f particle acceleration in  solar flares, though the existing wealth o f observations imposes 
severe restrictions on the models. A  successful flare model should quantita tively explain the 
origin and characteristics o f both nonrelativistic and re la tiv istic energetic particles. This 
would make it  easier to understand the physics o f solar flares and, in  turn , o f various analo­
gous (or seemingly analogous) phenomena, such as stellar flares, magnetospheric substorms, 
and the behavior o f neutron stars and active galaxies.
“Solar flares sire complex transient excitations o f the solar atmosphere above magnet­
ica lly active regions o f the surface involving enhanced therm al and radio emission, hard 
X-rays, cosmic rays and plasma ejection. Their origin is not yet understood after more 
than a century o f study since the first recorded observations”  (Sweet, 1969). Though more 
than a quarter o f a century has elapsed since these words were w ritten, they remain a
1
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good defin ition o f flares. However, much progress has been made in  understanding their 
origin and dynamics. The progress was achieved through extensive theoretical work and 
observations using instruments on board such satellites as SMM, Compton Gamma Ray 
Observatory, and Yohkoh. I t  is established now (see Hudson and Ryan, 1995; Shibata, 
1996; for recent reviews) th a t plasma heating, generation o f fast magnetohydrodynamic 
(M HD) flows, particle acceleration up to re la tivistic energies, and generation o f various 
plasma emissions during flares are various manifestations o f the process o f magnetic energy 
release in  the lower solar corona. Magnetic field in  the corona is the only source that can 
provide the energy necessary for large flares; dissipation o f the field o f a few hundred Gauss 
in  a solar active region w ith  the scale size o f about 109 -  1010 cm is able to provide an 
energy in  excess o f IQ32 erg— quite enough for the largest flares ever observed. The problem 
is tha t not a ll this energy can actually be converted into other types.
The present consensus is tha t the flare is the release o f magnetic free energy, tha t is the 
difference between the energy o f the actual magnetic field and the energy o f the potential 
field w ith  the same d istribu tion  on the photosphere (the visible solar surface). Copious 
observational evidence and theoretical considerations indicate that the energy release occurs 
by v irtue o f magnetic reconnection—the interaction o f magnetic fields th a t have antiparallel 
components (Fig. 1-1). This interaction involves topological changes o f the field lines and 
results not only in  plasma heating but also in  the generation o f outflows (typ ica lly w ith  the 
A lfven speed) tha t serve to evacuate the plasma from  the reconnection region. The place 
where the field lines are driven together and forced to reconnect is termed the reconnecting 
current sheet (RCS), because o f its  shape and the high electric current density inside it. 
Observed flare energy release rates (up to  1029 erg/s) im ply a high reconnection rate, which 
corresponds to  the plasma inflow  speed o f about 0.1 o f the Alfven speed. There has to exist
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Figure 1-1: Sketch o f the magnetic field reconnection process.
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4a universal physical mechanism providing this reconnection rate (Parker, 1973).
Beginning w ith  Sweet (1958) and Parker (1957), study o f the RCS structure and dy­
namics has become the topic o f a large body o f research. Theoretical studies attempted to 
explain, in  particular, how the the high reconnection rate could be realized. The present-day 
models for magnetic reconnection in  high-temperature turbulent RCSs do explain the to ta l 
amount o f accumulated energy, the power o f energy release, and morphology o f solar flares. 
Magnetic reconnection in  solar flares was reviewed, e.g., by Sweet (1969), Syrovatskii (1981), 
Priest (1982), Biskamp (1993, 1994), and Somov (1992). Magnetic fields also determine 
many other phenomena in  the solar atmosphere, such as X-ray bright points, prominences, 
coronal transients, and mass ejections in to  interplanetary space.
Thus the accumulation o f magnetic free energy and its  rapid dissipation occur in  re­
connecting current sheets. They appear as a result o f the motion o f field sources in  the 
photosphere. This motion leads to the emergence o f a new flux tube from  below the pho­
tosphere or shear photospheric flows. The im portant th ing is tha t the flows change the 
magnetic field in the chromosphere and corona in such a way tha t the form ation o f current 
sheets becomes necessary. A  well-known example (Sweet, 1969) is the evolution o f magnetic 
field created by more than three effective sources (sunspots). This is how RCSs can form 
to store the magnetic energy necessary for flares. The flare itse lf corresponds to a rapid re­
lease o f the energy (Fig. 1-2) presumably due to some instab ility  (rad iative ly driven thermal 
instab ility, resistive instability, two-stream instability, or tearing mode, for example).
We now discuss the RCS structure in  more detail. The simplest model for the RCS 
is a magnetically neutral current sheet. This is sim ply a layer between two regions w ith 
oppositely directed magnetic fields, say, o f magnitude Ba. The jum p o f the field corresponds 
to a current layer. S tric tly  speaking, only magnetic annihilation, rather than genuine re-
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Figure 1-2: Schematic representation o f magnetic field lines during a flare.
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Figure 1-3: Non-neutral reconnecting current sheet (the symmetric ha lf is not shown). The 
plasma outflow occurs through an effective cross-section ~  £j_6 a, where a and b are the 
halfthickness and halfw idth of the sheet; B±_ =  $ ± B q and 5|| =  £||.Bo are the transverse and 
longitudinal components of magnetic field.
connection, can occur in such a one-dimensional structure. I t  is also unlikely to form, 
since th is would require a high symmetry o f the field sources. Hence so-called magnetically 
non-neutral— w ith  non-zero transverse B±_ and longitudinal B\\ field components—current 
sheets form  under actual conditions o f laboratory and cosmic plasma (Fig. 1-3). This means 
that ju s t one reconnecting component, Bq, is enough for the RCS form ation, while the field 
structure is three-dimensional. Though any RCS o f fin ite  w idth is non-neutral in  this sense, 
the physics o f the reconnection process changes only for sufficiently large values o f B± and
%
The presence o f the transverse component B± >  (a/b)Bo significantly increases the
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7cooling o f the sheet by heat fluxes and plasma flows along the field lines. The energy release 
rate is much higher in  such an RCS than in a neutral one. In  addition, the transverse 
component stabilizes the tearing ins tab ility  o f the RCS, thus increasing the amount o f 
magnetic energy tha t can be stored prior to a flare. As reconnection proceeds, the plasma 
in the RCS is compressed. The compression leads to an increase o f the longitud inal field. 
This fact has at least two consequences. F irs t, this counteracts a further increase in  the 
plasma density. Second, nonuniform ity o f the longitudinal field leads to  an additional 
electric current tha t dissipates, giving rise to an additional Joule heating o f the plasma. 
Both transverse and longitud inal components also have im portant consequences for charged 
particle acceleration in  the RCS, to be discussed in this work.
Much attention has been devoted to the study o f magnetically non-neutral RCSs, de­
scribed above. We should stress another im portant point regarding the RCS structure. 
Harris (1962) has shown tha t the RCSs are, in  general, not only m agnetically but also 
electrically non-neutral. This means tha t there exists a transverse component o f electric 
field E_i in  the v ic in ity  o f the RCS. This field arises from  electric charge separation: ther­
mal protons, being much heavier than electrons, can leave the RCS much easier. W hile 
the magnitude o f E± is not large (the electric potential difference is about the thermal 
energy &bT), it  can have im portant consequences for the structure o f the RCS and particle 
dynamics inside it.
Though the basic mechanism o f magnetic energy conversion, briefly described above, 
appears to be the same for a ll flares, spectacular variations are observed due to  particular 
conditions in  the solar atmosphere. Thus different physical processes (for instance, prefer­
entia l acceleration o f one sort o f flare particles) can be observed to dominate in  different 
flares. Pallavicini, Serio, and Vaiana (1977) were seemingly the firs t to distinguish between
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
two distinct classes o f solar flares: impulsive and gradual.
Impulsive flares are compact; they occupy a volume «  1026 — 1027 cm3 and occur at a 
lower height in the corona (<  104 km above the photosphere). They are characterized by 
faster rise and decay times, shorter durations (tens o f minutes) and a higher energy density 
(102 —103 erg/cm3). Flares o f th is class produce strong impulsive X-ray and gamma-fluxes, 
while the ir proton fluxes are relatively small. F inally, there is no association of the impulsive 
events w ith  prominence eruptions or coronal mass ejections.
Gradual flares, on the other hand, are long-duration events (hours) w ith  a larger volume 
(~  1028 — 1029 cm3), occuring at greater height («  5 • 104 km above the photosphere). 
They have longer rise and decay times and a lower energy density (10 — 102 erg/cm 3). 
They are characterized by large observable proton fluxes and are frequently associated 
w ith  prominence eruptions and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The role o f the la tte r is 
so im portant tha t sometimes they are considered to be the fundamental physical cause o f 
shock disturbances in  the solar w ind and energetic particles in  interplanetary space (Gosling, 
1993; see, however, a criticism  by Svestka, 1995).
Magnetic field configurations are also different in  impulsive and gradual flares. The 
former tend to have the closed, loop-like structures w ith  magnetic field lines orig inating at 
the solar surface and eventually returning to it .  No considerable restructuring o f the field is 
observed in the course o f the flare. Conversely, the magnetic field during gradual events has 
a cusp-like, helmet structure above flare loops. The structure also involves open magnetic 
field lines. As the flare progresses, successively higher and higher layers o f the preexisting 
configuration sta rt producing the flare emissions.
Differences between impulsive and gradual solar flares can be explained i f  the mechanism 
responsible for the energy release is identified. In  the reconnection model, the explanation is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9as follows. The strong magnetic field and its  large gradients in low-lying loops result in  fast 
reconnection in the impulsive flares, leading to large energy release rates. A t the same time, 
the to ta l energy released is relatively sm all because o f a smaller volume occupied by the flare. 
The strong electric field, necessarily arising during the reconnection process, produces beams 
o f accelerated electrons. They, in turn , efficiently produce X-ray and gamma-emission in 
the dense chromospheric plasma. Protons can also be accelerated by the electric field. They 
move in to the dense plasma layers and generate nuclear gamma-lines in so-called gamma-ray 
impulsive flares (see the classification by Bai and Sturrock, 1989). The protons themselves, 
however, are trapped by the strong magnetic field (at least a few hundred Gauss) and hence 
are not able to leave the solar atmosphere and to enter interplanetary space where they 
could be observed. Because the reconnection process results from the interaction o f new 
magnetic flux w ith  strong preexisting flu x  (the so-called emerging flux model o f Heyvaerts, 
Priest, and Rust, 1977), no visible restructuring o f magnetic field is expected to occur in 
the course o f the flare.
The physical picture is different in the gradual flares, in which relatively weak magnetic 
fields are reconnecting, but a larger flare volume allows for a larger to ta l energy output. 
Particles are believed to be accelerated a t the fronts o f shock waves, which are an inevitable 
consequence o f the interaction of large flares w ith  the solar atmosphere. Because the shock 
wave mechanism gives preference to protons, the efficiency o f proton acceleration is higher 
than tha t for electrons. The protons freely escape in to interplanetary space by moving along 
the open magnetic field lines. This is the explanation o f the high proton/gamma-ray ratio 
in flares o f this type. Proton acceleration by direct electric field in current sheets can also 
be o f principal importance for this type o f flares. As far as the flare trigger is concerned, 
magnetic reconnection is in itia ted  by the erupting prominence that rises in  such a manner
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tha t magnetic field lines become stretched or even open. Reconnection is necessary in  order 
to restore the field configuration.
A  natural conclusion tha t can be drawn from  the above description is tha t particle 
acceleration in impulsive flares occurs in  the region o f prim ary energy release, possibly in 
the v ic in ity  o f the RCS. On the other hand, the acceleration process during gradual flares 
takes place high above in  the corona, for example, at the fronts o f shock waves or in  the 
RCS formed below a rising CME.
I t  goes w ithout saying tha t flares are divided into two groups only to sim plify their 
classification and study. In  fact, though, a continuous distribution o f flare characteristics is 
observed.
Accelerated particles are im portant in  the flare dynamics. They also comprise a sig­
nificant portion (up to a few tenths) o f the to ta l flare energy. Hence the development o f 
flare theory should include an explanation o f the to ta l number o f accelerated particles, their 
maximum energy, the rate o f energy gain, composition, and spectra. This work attem pts to 
answer some o f these questions. Its  principal aim is to take account o f the in tim ate relation 
between the processes o f prim ary energy release and particle acceleration. W hat th is means 
is tha t the parameters determining the properties o f the particle d istribu tion function— 
electric field in  the reconnection region, plasma temperature, turbulence level—cannot be 
taken a rb itra rily  (as is done in  some models), but rather should follow from  a self-consistent 
solution to the energy release problem. The same can be said about the structure o f elec­
tric  and magnetic fields in the region o f particle acceleration: i f  the la tte r occurs in  the 
RCS, the fields must be found by considering the RCS structure. The relation between the 
energy release and particle acceleration has been emphasized already in  a pioneering paper 
by Syrovatskii (1966), who considered the MHD process o f current sheet form ation near a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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two-dimensional neutral line o f magnetic field under the action o f an external electric field. 
He discovered a mechanism o f “dynamic dissipation” o f magnetic field, which converts the 
magnetic energy o f a neutral current sheet into the energy o f fast particles. The present 
work endeavors to extend the treatm ent by taking into account modem developments in 
the theory o f reconnection, such as self-consistent models for high-temperature, turbulent, 
electrically and magnetically non-neutral RCSs. We use these models to deduce properties 
o f accelerated particles.
The remainder o f this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a form al 
treatm ent o f charged particle m otion in  the magnetically non-neutral RCS. Here the maxi­
mum energy gain and acceleration rate are found as functions o f the electric and magnetic 
field structure inside the RCS. Chapter 3 applies these results to the problem o f electron 
acceleration in  flares. Predicted energy gain and accelerated tim e are shown to agree w ith 
observations o f hard X-ray emission in  flares. Several constraints on the RCS parameters 
are deduced from  the requirement tha t they be able to account for the energy o f acceler­
ated electrons. Im plications o f the acceleration models for self-consistent models o f RCSs 
are also discussed. Being a few orders o f magnitude more massive, ions are more d ifficu lt 
to magnetize. Hence they leave the reconnection region much more easily than electrons. 
To explain re la tiv is tic  acceleration o f ions in  RCSs during some flares, one has to take the ir 
electric non-neutrality into account. As described in  Chapter 4, ions are able to  interact 
w ith  the electrically non-neutral RCS more than once. The cumulative result can be the 
required fast re la tiv is tic  acceleration in  long-duration gamma-ray/proton flares. Chapter 
5 continues the investigation o f ion acceleration by presenting a model for selective accel­
eration o f 3He ions w ith  respect to 4He. The most pro m ising mechanism for th is  process 
is the resonant interaction o f the ions w ith  electromagnetic ion-cyclotron waves, generated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by current-carrying electrons in the RCS. Additional physical processes, such as Coulomb 
energy losses or particle escape from  the acceleration region, are necessary to  explain the 
shape o f the 3He spectrum. Finally, Chapter 6 attem pts to relate the various acceleration 
mechanisms to the overall flare dynamics.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
Particle M otion in R econnecting  
Current Sheets w ith  a Nonzero  
M agnetic Field
2.1 Introduction
A  large body o f research is devoted to the study o f trajectories o f charged particles in 
reconnecting current sheets (RCSs), where the interaction o f antiparallel components o f 
magnetic field occurs. The research is motivated by the fact that particle acceleration 
during magnetospheric substorms takes place in the RCS situated in  Earth’s geomagnetic 
ta il- Modern theories o f solar flares also invoke RCS acceleration as an im portant mechanism 
o f charged particle energization during flares.
The acceleration is simply due to the particle motion along the direction o f the electric 
field E  inside the RCS. In principle, th is is a very efficient process o f acceleration. However, 
the influence o f the magnetic field B  upon the motion should not be ignored. A lthough a 
nonzero B  itse lf cannot change the particle kinetic energy, it  can change the tra jectory in  
such a way tha t the displacement along E, and hence the energy gain, w ill be lim ited .
13
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Though a ll three components o f magnetic field are potentia lly im portant, attention 
has been focused for a long tim e on the main (reconnecting) fie ld Bo and the component 
perpendicular to  the sheet plane B± . This transverse component serves to eject a particle 
from  the sheet after a fin ite  tim e and thus determines the upper lim it on energy gain. Speiser 
(1965) was the firs t to show this by constructing approximate solutions to the equation of 
m otion (see also Sonnerup, 1971). Later, Cowley (1978) gave the exact proof, based on a 
consideration o f the integrals o f the m otion.
F ru itfu l applications o f Speiser’s model include the theory fo r particle acceleration in 
the geomagnetic ta il (for a review, see Lyons and W illiam s, 1984) and the study o f dynamic 
particle chaos, in itia ted  by Chen and Palmadesso (1986). Nevertheless, it  has become 
increasingly clear that the model must be essentially modified by including the longitudinal 
magnetic field B||, which is parallel to the electric field inside the sheet. This component 
has been observed in  the geomagnetic ta il (Fairfield, 1979). X -ray observations o f solar 
flares (M andrini and Machado, 1992) also show tha t the acceleration o f electrons occurs at 
“separators” w ith  a strong longitudinal field, where RCSs are formed. On the theoretical 
side, Litvinenko and Somov (1993) showed that Speiser’s model cannot explain the firs t- 
phase acceleration o f electrons in  solar flares, because the particle energy gain is too small. 
The longitudinal field m ight change th is unfavorable result.
Several independent studies o f particle trajectories in  model current sheets w ith  a 
nonzero By have been undertaken (Litvinenko and Somov, 1993; Zhu and Parks, 1993; 
Kaufmann, Lu, and Larson, 1994). Bruhw iler and Zweibel (1992) considered the case o f a 
magnetic z-line, rather than the RCS, whereas Buchner and Zelenyi (1991) and Litvinenko 
(1993) investigated the influence o f B|| upon the dynamic particle chaos in  the RCS. Some 
o f the previous results are reviewed la ter in  this chapter.
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Physically, the effect o f B|| is quite obvious: it  magnetizes charged particles and makes 
them follow the magnetic field lines inside the sheet. In  th is way, the possibility o f particle 
ejection from  the RCS is reduced and the particle can gain a larger energy from  the electric 
field (under condition E  • B  ^  0). The problem is to determine the “c ritica l” value f?|| c, 
leading to the transition to this new type o f motion, and the corresponding particle orbits. 
D ifferent approaches used in  the above-cited papers gave different crite ria  for the value of
% c -
The main purpose o f this chapter is to derive the critica l longitudinal magnetic field 
and maximum energy gain o f the accelerated particles. This is done by constructing a new 
solution (see also Litvinenko, 1996a) for particle m otion inside the RCS w ith  B|j > £ |||C. 
For the solution to be valid, a certain parameter 6 (see Equation (2.57)), defined by the 
magnetic field structure, must be much less than one. Setting S equal to un ity  allows one 
to obtain B|| c and compare it  w ith  the previous estimates. The va lid ity  o f the results is 
checked against the numerical simulations o f particle motion in  the RCS w ith  a nonzero By, 
performed by M artin , Speiser, and Klamczynski (1994).
The applications o f these findings to the acceleration o f electrons and protons in  solar 
flares w ill be considered in  the next two chapters. Though the applications m ainly con­
cern RCSs in  active regions on the Sun, the results o f this chapter are applicable to any 
magnetically non-neutral RCS w ith  a significant longitudinal magnetic field.
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Figure 2-1: E lectric and magnetic fields inside the current sheet.
2.2 Particle Orbits in the Current Sheet
Assuming the RCS to lie in the zz-plane o f a Cartesian coordinate system (Fig. 2-1), the 
electric and magnetic fields inside the sheet are as follows:
E =  (0,0, Bo), (2.1)
B = (-y/a,£±,£||).Bo. (2-2)
These expressions are sim ply the firs t nonzero terms of Taylor expansions near the plane 
y  =  0; Bx = (—y/a)Bo  is the reconnecting magnetic field component, By =  £±Bq and
Bz = ti/Bo are, respectively, the transverse and longitudinal fields (£_l and £|| are constants),
and a is the half-thickness o f the sheet. The direction of E is chosen in  such a way tha t the 
plasma inflow velocity ~  E x B x is directed toward the sheet, as is necessary fo r reconnection. 
I t  should be remembered that, even fo r steady-state reconnection, both transverse and 
longitudinal components o f B  vary inside the RCS (see, e.g., Chapter 3 o f Somov, 1992).
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This variation, however, cannot influence the acceleration mechanism to be considered, 
because the la tte r occurs on a much smaller scale. A  possible tim e dependence o f the RCS 
structure can also be ignored.
In  order to avoid confusion, one should note tha t the coordinate system employed is 
different from  the standard magnetotail coordinates (e.g., Zhu and Parks, 1994), which 
could be obtained by the following substitutions: x —► — x, y  —► z, z  —>■ y. The frame used 
here is more typical o f papers on solar RCSs (e.g., Bruhwiler and Zweibel, 1992; Litvinenko 
and Somov, 1993).
The nonrelativistic equation o f m otion fo r a particle w ith  mass m and electric charge e
is
dv 1
m —  =  e (E +  -  v  x  B ). (2.3)
The Gaussian system o f units is used in most o f the chapter. Upon introduction o f the tim e 
and length scales, fl^"1 =  mc/eBo and a, Equation (2.3) can be rewritten in  dimensionless 
coordinate form :
d2x . dy . dz ,
~dfi ~ ^ d i  ~ ^ d t '  ^
d2y . da: dz ,
d t2 ~  “ ^ d F  ~ Vd t ' (2,S)
d2z d® dy . ,
d p - - e+ ^ d i + ! , d i ' (2-6)
where the dimensionless electric field is defined to be
Possible effects o f plasma turbulence on particle m otion, which Eire not described by the
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above equations, w ill be discussed la te r on.
I t  is impossible to integrate the above equations exactly. Hence an approximate method 
should be applied. This section develops an iterative technique tha t gives an approximate 
general solution for the problem o f particle m otion inside the magnetically non-neutral RCS. 
The longitudinal magnetic field B z is treated as a small perturbation and motions along 
and across the reconnection plane are assumed to be weakly coupled (see Speiser, 1968, for 
the justifica tion  o f this assumption in  the case B|| =  0).
Let us begin by integrating Equations (2.4) and (2.6); then substitute the result in 
Equation (2.5). The set o f equations becomes:
dz
^  = £ ||y - 6 j. *  +  c i, (2.8)
d2y ,  1 ,
^2  + £|| y =  ~ ( et  +  £ lz +  2 y +C2)ff +  £||(£i-z “  ci)> (2-9)
^  =  e t-b £ x * +  ^y 2 +  c2. (2.10)
Let XQ,yo,zo be the in itia l coordinates o f the particle. The in itia l velocity is assumed 
to be negligible. In this case, the constants o f integration are defined as follows:
ci =  - £||Jfo +  £i.*0i (2-11)
C2 =  - £ l * o -  (2 -1 2 )
U n til the particle leaves the RCS, y(t) <C 1 (tha t is y(t) <  a in  dimensional units). 
The behavior o f the functions x(t) and z(t) does not strongly depend on the character of 
the function y(t). For this reason, the set o f Equations (2.8)-(2.10) can be solved by the
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following iterative procedure. F irs t, we prescribe some function y(t) =  y(°)(t). Second, by 
using this function, we find the functions and z^°\t) from  Equations (2.8) and (2.10).
Third, these functions are used to find the correction y ^ ( t )  from  Equation (2.9).
In  zeroth approximation, we assume tha t y and £|| are much less than one and rewrite 
Equation (2.9) in  the form
d2t,(°)
- £ - = 0 .  (2-13)
whence = y0 = const. Now Equations (2.8) and (2.10) are easily solved to give
z (0)(f) =  x 0  +  rJ-(sin£_Lt -  _f), (2.14)
sj.
z(°)(t) =  zo +  4 - ( l- c o s ^ j. t ) .  (2.15)
In this approximation, the projection o f the particle tra jectory on the zz-plane is a cycloid 
curve the shape o f which does not depend on the longitudinal magnetic field Bz =  £||Bo- 
From the physical point o f view, formulae (2.14) and (2.15) are very simple: they describe 
the particle d rift in  the perpendicular fields By = £j_Bo and Ez =  Eq, neglecting small 
oscillations w ith  a frequency proportional to £||. Such oscillations have small influence on 
the particle tra jectory but a large effect on the particle velocity. Hence, it  would be a 
mistake to insert the functions and z(°)(t) in to Equation (2.5). Instead o f so doing,
let us determine y (t) more precisely by inserting Equations (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.9)
ignoring small nonlinear corrections. The result is the ordinary linear oscillator equation:
>2( t)y  =  f ( t ) ,  (2.16)
where f{ t)  is a slowly changing function, determined by the field structure and in itia l
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conditions:
/(* )  =  £|| y(0) +  ^ ( 1  -  c o s ^ t). (2.17)t k  
z±
The frequency o f oscillations about the current sheet plane y =  0 is found from
A ll previously studied special cases, as well as a new one, are incorporated into th is equation.
I f  £x =  0, the particle never leaves the sheet (u 2 >  0) and its  acceleration along the 
z-axis is unlim ited, the tra jectory being described by Bessel functions (see Speiser, 1965, 
for the case £|| =  0; Zhu and Parks, 1993, fo r the case £|| ^  0). The kinetic energy increases 
proportionally to t2, and the oscillation am plitude decreases as t -1 /4 (Speiser, 1965).
I f  £x t1^ 0 and £|j =  0, two characteristic frequences emerge: the particle oscillates about
y = 0 w ith  the frequency on the order o f y/e/£± a n d  rotates about the £x-fie ld  w ith  the 
frequency £±. A fter the tim e To =  7t/£xi w(t) becomes im aginary and the particle is ejected 
exponentially fast from  the RCS, having the speed 2 e/£± (Speiser, 1965). More exactly,
I t  is o f interest that a numerical solution o f the problem gives tq =  (3.5 ±  (Wagner,
Kan, and Akasofu, 1979), confirm ing the va lid ity  o f the approximate analytical technique. 
I t  should be noted that the particle energy gain in  th is case can account for ion acceleration 
in  the m agnetotail current sheet (Speiser and Lyons, 1984), but is far below the value 
required to  explain the firs t phase o f electron acceleration in  solar flares (Litvinenko and 
Somov, 1993; see also the next chapter).
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Finally, as Chen and Palmadesso (1986) have shown, i f  the two frequencies satisfy the 
condition
£x ~  y f t b ,  (2-20)
the ejection never occurs and the particle remains trapped inside the RCS. I f  condition 
(2.20) holds, then Equation (2.16) is a particular case o f the Mathieu equation w ith  stable 
orbits. However, this trapping does not lead to an increase in  the energy gain, because the 
general argument due to Cowley (1978) s till applies. Moreover, an MHD model fo r the solar 
flare RCS (see Table 3.3.3 in Somov, 1992) predicts £j_ ~  10-3 and e ~  10-5 for electrons. 
Therefore, inequality (2.20) cannot be satisfied, and particles go out o f the RCS w ithout 
being significantly accelerated.
Another characteristic frequency—tha t o f particle ro ta tion about the B||-field— appears 
in  the problem if  £|| ^  0. The particle m otion is stabilized i f
£|| ~  \A /£ l - (2-21)
Once (2.21) is satisfied, the frequency (2.18) cannot become imaginary. Therefore, the 
particle cannot be ejected from  the sheet, but rather should become magnetized inside 
it  for a longer tim e and gain a larger energy (Litvinenko and Somov, 1993). Therefore, 
the longitudinal component o f magnetic field qualitative ly changes the character o f particle 
m otion in  the RCS, magnetizing them inside the sheet and allowing for a larger energy gain. 
The next section further investigates the effect o f th is component on particle acceleration.
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2.3 The Case of a Large B\\
In  order to evaluate the energy gain and acceleration rate for charged particles in  a mag­
netica lly non-neutral RCS, it  is necessary to obtain an explicit solution for the particle 
m otion. In addition, formula (2.21) was obtained by treating £|| as a small perturbation 
and its  va lid ity  should be checked by investigating the particle orbits in  the case o f a fin ite  
£||. For sufficiently large values o f B ||, the m otion could be described by the usual guiding 
center theory, which, however, would involve the complicated guiding center coordinates. 
This section gives an explicit solution in the lim itin g  case o f large £|| w ithout recourse to 
the guiding center theory and specifies the criterion fo r particle magnetization inside the 
RCS.
Let us try  to find an explicit solution to the equations o f motion (2.4)-(2.6) in  the lim it, 
o f a large longitudinal magnetic field. Integration o f Equation (2.6) gives d z/d t as a function 
o f t, x, and y. Inserting the result in to Equations (2.4) and (2.5) yields
S  “  *  = ~ *±e t ~  & X ~  ^  ~  y°2)/2’ (2‘22)
d2w dz , n
d ? + =  ~ y e t  ~ xy ~  y (y ~ y° ^ 2- (2-23)
The follow ing in itia l conditions are assumed:
*|t=o =  0, y|t=0 =  yo, 2|t=o =  0, (2.24)
(d z /d t)|t=0 =  *o, (d y /d t)|t=0 =  y0, (d z /d t)|t=0 =  0. (2.25)
W hile the reference frame can always be transformed in  such a way that condition (2.24)
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is satisfied, z<j =  0 is assumed fo r sim plicity. Physically i t  means tha t the z-component 
o f particle inflow speed in to  the RCS is much smaller than the speed subsequently gained 
inside the sheet. This is true fo r in itia lly  thermal particles.
A  convenient approach that gives an approximate solution o f th is system for large £|| is 
the method o f m ultip le scales (e.g., Bender and Orszag, 1978). This method requires that 
a new, “fast time” variable be introduced, t* =  £||f, and tha t the system be rew ritten as 
follows:
d<*2 d<- ~  Vo)’ ( *
d2y dx e Fj. 1 . ,  ,
S 3  + dF  =  -  q *  -  -  <">>■ (227)
Now x and y are to be form ally considered as being functions o f two arguments, x =  x(tm, t), 
y = y(t*,t), expanded as power series in  a small parameter A71:
*  =  Xq +  t~ X i  -f- -7 5 X 2 +  . . .  (2.28)
and analogously for y. The differentiation is performed using the rule
d 8  1 d , ,
dt« “  d t' + £ ||3 f‘ 2^'29^
Equations (2.26) and (2.27) then separate into a hierarchy o f equations, which are solved 
order by order in Each X n or Yn (where n is a non-negative integer) is easily found to 
depend on t* as e xp (± it*). By requiring tha t secular terms in  the higher-order equations 
vanish, one obtains the ^-dependence o f the lower-order terms. Note tha t the firs t terms on 
the right in (2.26) and (2.27), containing tim e explicitly, should be considered as first-order 
terms, im plying that the appropriate parameter for the electric field is e/£|| (Bruhw iler and
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Zweibel, 1992).
The zero-order equations are as follows:
d2X 0 dY0 n , ,
-d^---8F  = °' (2-3°)
d2Y0 d X 0 „  ,
dt*2 +  dt* ~  ’ t 2 ' 3 1 )
whence
Xq =  A 0  +  M  cost” +  At sin t ',  (2.32)
Yq =  A3  — A i s in t’ +  A 2 cost", (2.33)
where At- =  At (t), i =  0 ,..., 3. The first-order equations are
d2Xx dYi d2X o 8Ya € ,  x
dt*2 dt* ~  dt*dt +  dt e l l  ^2 ' 3 4 ^
d2YL a ^ _  a2y0 a x 0 «
a**2 +  a«* “  a**at at £|| 0  ^ ]
Resonant (growing w ithout lim it) terms are absent in  the solution to this system i f
T  -  =  ° ' (2-36)
^  +  ^ <  =  0, (2.37)
2^ - ^ !l =  0' <2'38> 
2T  +  I ' 4lt =  °- <239>
Solving these equations and taking in itia l conditions into account, we fina lly find the zero-
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order solution (cf. Bruhwiler and Zweibel, 1992, for the case o f a magnetic z-line):
r  _  *o \ _ L /2 _
°  *11 r °  J 2^,| t f j
cos(£i|t-p —- t  - f arctan— ), (2.40)
*11 4*ll Vo
t/*o  +  Jo . e ,  iov  , »—   s in te it +  — f2 +  arctan — ). (2-41)
*11 4*ll S'"
- lThis solution has a clear physical interpretation. Talcing in the same order in £
Zo =  \ e t 2, (2.42)
and ignoring a small in itia l particle velocity, one gets the following relationships:
Z±XQ +  y02/ 2 =  yg/2 =  const, (2.43)
£||*o -  $±Zo =  f||jo  =  const. (2.44)
These are ju s t the equations o f magnetic field lines for the field (2.2), along which the 
particle is expected to move in  the lim it o f large B\\.
Thus the particle, being perfectly magnetized, just follows the field lines in  th is approx­
im ation. In  order to find the c ritica l longitudinal field, one has to consider the next terms
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In the expansion. The first-order equations have the solution
X \  =  Bo +  Bi cos t '  -|- B 2 sin t*, (2-45)
Yi = B$ — B \ sin tm -1- B 2 cos t ', (2-46)
where B{ =  B{(t), i =  0 , 3 .  The second-order equations are
d2X 2 dY2 d2 X z , d Y i _ P X o
dt ' 2 d t ' d t'd t dt dt2 ’ 1 }
d*Y2 d X 2 _  d2 Yx d X x d2Yp e
dt ' 2 +  d t' ~  d t 'd t dt d t2 ^|| 1 1 6)
As before, resonant terms Eire absent in  the solution only i f
^  +  ^ (B 3 <  +  £j. ) = 0 ,  (2.50)
2^ - 4 B ,t = 0’ (2'51)
2^  + i a‘‘ = 0' <252>
Taking the in itia l velocity to vanish (th is corresponds to the acceleration o f in itia lly  therm al 
particles), we obtain after some algebra:
V  _ *3 /n r
n - - V w  (J-M )
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The m otion in  the RCS is seen to be described by the formulae
=  -  i i t  ' 6 26
: ( f ) = “ i f  “  4(1 -  • 0 -  ^ yo‘ 2(1 (2-55)
  k l t .
1^1 ' ' 2^ll '  1^!
V(t) =  Sto(l - * ? *  +  ..•) +  - 7 2  * +  •••)• (2-56)
Note tha t th is solution does not describe the m otion on the tim e scale £||f <  1 (a more 
sophisticated approach involving a th ird  time-scale would be necessary i f  we wanted to 
study the in itia l phase o f the motion in  more detail). Hence the solution above can be 
differentiated to  get a correct expression for the particle velocity only i f  £\\t > 1.
This solution shows that, in  addition to  following the fie ld lines, the particle experiences 
the ordinary E  x B -d rift. I t  is described by the firs t term  on the righ t in Equation (2.55). 
This d rift is known to be the dominant one among a ll d rifts  (e.g., Schmidt, 1979).
More interesting, however, are the terms appearing in  parentheses. They show that the 
particles follow  the magnetic field lines only for a sufficiently large £||, such that
* = S < 1 .  (2.57)
sii
where r  is a characteristic time scale. In essence, form ula (2.57) gives an a posteriori 
condition fo r the va lid ity o f a series expansion o f the type (2.28). Condition S > 1 is 
necessary for nonadiabatic particle behavior, described by Speiser (1965), when the particles 
do not follow  the field lines inside the sheet, but rather escape it  exponentially fast, expelled 
by the Lorentz force. Setting S equal to 1 gives a form ula for the dimensionless critica l field 
£||iC precluding particle ejection from the sheet.
I t  is reasonable to expect that the influence o f the longitudinal field on the particle
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dynamics w ill become noticeable i f  S does not exceed un ity  after one rotation in the longi­
tud inal field. Taking t  =  ^jj-1 gives
£||,d =  (2-58)
Recall tha t Buchner and Zelenyi (1991) introduced a velocity-dependent parameter, pro­
portional to the curvature o f a magnetic field line, which is expressed in our notation as
k =  £x t; 1
c X 21 3 /4
i + 1 4(I)' (2.59)
(v in  this form ula is the dimensionless velocity). According to  Buchner and Zelenyi (1991), 
k > 1 corresponds to  adiabatic motion. Assuming £|| £x and taking v to be equal to a 
typical speed on the Speiser-type orb it, «  e/£x , one gets exactly Equation (2.58).
The longitud inal field w ill become the dominant  factor influencing the dynamics o f 
charged particles in  the RCS i f  S <  1 on a larger tim e scale £][*, defined by the transverse 
field (recall tha t r  =  r 0 =  tt/£ x is the tim e the particle would spend in the sheet w ithout 
the longitudinal fie ld). Hence one arrives at an expression fo r the critica l field
£||,c2 =  y /c /tl-  (2.60)
This is exactly the form ula derived by Litvinenko and Somov (1993) by treating £|| as a 
perturbation (cf. Equation (2.21)). Therefore, the problem a t hand is in  fact characterized 
by at least two significant values o f longitudinal magnetic fie ld: as B|| increases, the Speiser- 
type particle orbits are firs t modified and then completely disappear, so tha t eventually the 
particles move adiabatically inside the RCS. I t  m ight seem surprising tha t £|| in  (2.60) 
should tend to in fin ity  for £x  —► 0. However, i t  is incorrect to consider such a lim iting  case.
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The point is tha t the tim e needed for the instab ility  to start developing is o f the order o f 
f x _1 (Speiser, 1965). Hence, while being form ally unstable, the m otion in  the lim it o f small 
£x is regular for r ill reasonable values o f time.
One m ight ask what happens i f  £||>c2 <  £||,ci- Equation (2.20) holds in  this case. Hence 
the particles w ill be trapped inside the RCS irrespective o f the magnitude o f the longitudinal 
field.
I t  is o f interest to check the above results against numerical sim ulations o f particle 
acceleration, performed by M artin , Speiser, and Klamczynski (1994). These authors studied 
the effect o f fi|| on a so-called “ridge” structure o f the d istribu tion  function o f energetic ions 
in  the Earth’s m agnetotail (a certain caution is necessary while perform ing the comparison 
w ith  the sim ulation results, because they considered the RCS w ith  a neutral line). They 
examined the geomagnetic current sheet w ith  the following characteristics: Bo =  2O7  =  
2 • 10"4 G, f ix  =  lT  =  10"5 G, E0  = 2.5 • 10“ 4 V /m  =  8.3 • 10"9 CGS, a =  500 km =  5 • 107 
cm.
Formulae (2.58) and (2.60) give for protons £|| cl =  0.24 and £||>c2 =  0.51. Following 
M artin  et ai (1994), le t us introduce the parameter 6|| =  £||/£x- Then the theoretical 
prediction is tha t some changes in  the distribution function shape should occur at 6||cl =  4.7, 
while at &||c2 =  10.2 the d istribu tion  should become qualita tive ly different. I t  is gratifying 
to note tha t the simulations in  the above-cited work found “the ridge structure to be stable 
w ith  the addition o f a uniform  fij| for 6|| up to about 4,”  and for 6j| >  10 “ the ridge evolves 
into new neutral line signatures” . Even though this close agreement may be fortuitous, 
one may be fa irly  confident tha t the derived formulae (2.58) and (2.60) actually describe 
properties o f particle motion in  RCSs w ith  nonzero fi||.
Recall tha t in  the absence o f the longitudinal field, the particle can only acquire the
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speed (Speiser, 1965)
2e« =  - .  (2.61)
Once the longitud inal field significantly exceeds the c ritica l value (2.60), the particle is 
magnetized inside the RCS and moves almost along the magnetic field lines. The maximum 
displacement (in  units o f a) along the electric field direction is determined by setting A y  =  1 
(for yo ~  0) in  Equation (2.44):
A z  =  £ | | / £ l -  ( 2. 62)
The tim e it  takes for the particle to leave the RCS is estimated from  Equations (2.42) and 
(2.62):
(2.63)
The next chapter applies these formulae to a particular physical situation—electron and 
proton acceleration in  the solar corona.
A couple o f remarks concerning the in itia l assumptions are in  order here.
One should bear in  m ind tha t the assumed configurations o f electric and magnetic fields 
conform to the condition
E • B  ~  e£|| ^  0. (2-64)
I t  is this inequality tha t is responsible for a substantial increase o f kinetic energy as com­
pared w ith  the case £|| =  0. This is easy to understand by m uliplying both sides o f the
equation o f m otion (2.3) by v  and taking into account tha t v  is approximately parallel to B
for strong B ||. Therefore, as was stated above, the longitud inal magnetic field changes the 
particle tra jectory so tha t its  displacement along the direction o f the electric field increases 
considerably.
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In  principle, strong turbulence can develop in  the reconnection region. The turbulence 
could influence the m otion o f charged particles and even determine the ir maximum energy. 
However, the neglect o f turbulence in  the equation o f m otion (2.3) can be frequently justified. 
For example, Litvinenko and Somov (1993) have estimated the effective frequency v o f ion- 
acoustic wave-particle interactions in  the RCS to be «  106 s-1 fo r therm al electrons, already 
not exceeding the inverse o f the acceleration tim e to  be found la ter on. Moreover, the 
scattering rate o f wave-particle interactions is a decreasing function o f the particle speed: 
v ~  v ~ 3  fo r ion-acoustic turbulence.
As far as the numerical value o f £|| is concerned, both observations (e.g., M andrini and 
Machado, 1992; Huaning, 1995) and theoretical models (e.g., Gorbachev and Somov, 1988; 
Demoulin, Henoux, and M andrini, 1992) adm it a strong longitudinal field along the mag­
netic field separator, where the RCS is eventually formed. I t  should be possible, therefore, 
to take the longitud inal component to be on the order o f the main field, i.e. £|| ~  1, at least 
in  some flares.
2.4 Discussion
The results obtained above can be interpreted as follows. On the one hand, the transverse 
magnetic field turns the particle tra jectory in the plane o f the current sheet. A t some point, 
the projection o f particle velocity vz on the direction o f electric field changes its  sign (see 
Equation (2.19)). Whereas before tha t the Lorentz force component ~  vzB x, associated 
w ith  the reconnecting magnetic field component Bx =  (—y/a)Bo , was directed toward 
the RCS plane, now this force changes direction and pushes the particle out o f the RCS. 
This process is described by Equation (2.16) w ith £|| = 0 . On the other hand, a non-zero 
longitudinal magnetic field tries to tu rn  the particle back to the RCS. Form ally speaking,
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th is effect is related to the firs t term  in  the right-hand side o f Equation (2.18); when it  is 
not small, the stabilization o f particle m otion takes place. As it  takes place, the maximum 
particle energy is determined by the longitudinal magnetic field.
The stabilization condition (2.60) can be understood from  the physical po int o f view. 
In  the absence o f a longitudinal magnetic field, there exists a region near the reconnection 
plane (the iz-p lane), where the adiabatic approxim ation is not valid, and one has to solve 
the equation o f m otion to determine the particle trajectory. The thickness o f th is region (in 
dimensional units) is
, ( m c v a \ll 2
i = i " a) = hsr) ■ (2-65)
Here the m aximum  velocity v ~  cEq/ ^ B q is substituted in  the form ula o f the gyroradius p. 
The logitud inal magnetic field tends to keep particles “frozen” to the field lines and thus to 
confine them inside the RCS. I t  is obvious tha t such a confinement becomes efficient when 
PH < d, where
mcv p
(2'66>
is the particle gyroradius in the longitudinal field. The critica l value o f the longitudinal 
magnetic field is determined from  the condition
P\\ =  d, (2.67)
which can be checked to coincide w ith  Equation (2.60).
In  the solar atmosphere, zero lines o f magnetic field, where a ll three components o f the 
field equal zero, do not frequently occur (see Gorbachev et a l 1988). Magnetic reconnection 
usually takes place at the so-called separators where a longitudinal (parallel to the current
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associated w ith  the reconnection process) magnetic field is present. Its effect has already 
been considered in the MHJJ approxim ation from  the point o f view o f energetics o f the RCS. 
The longitudinal component was shown to provide an additional dissipation o f magnetic 
energy during the reconnection process (Somov and T itov, 1985). I t  is shown in  this chapter 
tha t the longitudinal field has a strong influence on the kinetics o f suprathermal particles 
as well: magnetically non-neutral RCSs can efficiently work as charged particle accelerators 
and, at the same time, as traps for fast particles. The following chapter w ill use th is model 
to examine the acceleration o f electrons in solar flares.
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Chapter 3
Acceleration o f Electrons in 
Current Sheets during Solar Flares
3.1 Introduction
The goal o f th is chapter is to  apply some o f the results derived in  the preceding chapter to 
the reconnecting current sheets and particle acceleration in the solar corona.
Large quantities o f electrons (up to 1036 — 1037 particles per second) are accelerated to 
energies o f tens o f keV during the impulsive phase o f solar flares (see Bai and Sturrock, 
1989; Hudson and Ryan, 1995, and references therein for a detailed review). This process 
is usually termed the iirst-phase acceleration o f electrons. A  substantial fraction o f the 
to ta l flare energy (up to 10% or maybe 20% in some cases) goes in to  these electrons. Their 
to ta l number is so large (up to 1039) tha t the particles should be resupplied by a return 
current o f low-energy chromospheric electrons. Some o f the accelerated electrons become 
trapped in  the flare loop and produce radio waves by the gyrosynchrotron or plasma emission 
mechanisms. Others move toward denser chromospheric layers, where they collide w ith  
ions and generate the flare hard X-ray bremsstrahlung. The form  o f electron spectrum is 
derived from  the X-ray emission data to be a power law w ith  spectral indices in  the range 
2 — 5. Impulsive variation in  the X-ray emission implies a corresponding variation o f the
34
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acceleration rate w ith  time-scales ranging from  10 down to 10~3 s and possibly lower. Rapid 
electron acceleration to re la tiv is tic  energies (>  100 keV) is also required in some flares to 
account for prom pt continuum gamma-emission. The acceleration process is accompanied 
by the bulk heating o f flare plasma, giving rise to  a gradual therm al component in  the 
flare emission. The chromospheric heating by heat fluxes and im pinging electrons leads 
to “chromospheric evaporation” —ablation o f m aterial and its  m otion upward, so tha t the 
density inside the flare loops increases (e.g., Forbes, Malherbe, and Priest, 1989). Thus the 
im pulsively accelerated electrons are essential both in the flare energy budget and in the 
flare dynamics.
The electrons are believed to be accelerated by the electric field in  RCSs o f solar flares, 
where the potential drop provides the required energy gain (see reviews by de Jager, 1986; 
Melrose, 1990). Yet the existing theoretical models almost completely ignore the effects of 
transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields in the reconnection region.
The particle energy gain and acceleration tim e are evaluated below fo r acceleration in a 
magnetically non-neutral RCS. I t  turns out tha t the effect o f the transverse component is 
to drastically reduce the energy o f accelerated electrons, so th a t the first-phase acceleration 
o f electrons in  solar flares becomes impossible to explain in  a model including a transverse 
component but no longitudinal component of magnetic field. However, given a RCS w ith  
both jB_l 7  ^0 and 5|| ^  0 , the longitudinal component can increase the electron energy gain 
by a few orders o f magnitude, up to 100 keV. Nevertheless, an electric field in the sheet on 
the order o f 10 V /cm  is necessary to account for the first-phase acceleration o f electrons and 
the generation o f the corresponding X-ray bremsstrahlung. This has im portant im plications 
not only for acceleration models but also for self-consistent models o f magnetic reconnection 
in flares, because the electric field, being proportional to the rate o f reconnection, is a key
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parameter in  the RCS structure.
3.2 Maximum Electron Energy and Acceleration Rate
Returning to dimensional units, one can rewrite Equations (2.60), (2.61), (2.62), and (2.63) 
as follows: the maximum energy gain in  the absence o f a longitudinal magnetic field (Speiser, 
1965) is
A £„ =  2 mc2 ( j ^ J 2 , (3.1)
the critica l longitudinal fie ld (Litvinenko and Somov, 1993) is
_  mc?E0Bo . .
e a B ' (3'2)
the maximum energy gain fo r B\\ significantly larger than (3.2) is
A £  =  -^-eaEo, (3.3)
■°X
the acceleration tim e in  the la tte r case is
W S -  <3-4>
Consider the following values o f RCS parameters: Bo =  100 G, B±_ =  1 G, B\\ =  100 G, 
Eo =  10 V /cm  ~  3 • 10-2 CGS, a =  102 cm. These estimates are typical o f those used in 
studies o f acceleration processes in  flares (e.g., Martens 1988; Martens and Young, 1990): 
the reconnecting magnetic fie ld  has a characteristic value o f the coronal magnetic field; the 
relative value o f the transverse field follows from  an analogy w ith  the E arth ’s magnetotail;
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the inductional electric fie ld is determined by the magnetic field and the plasma inflow 
speed in to  the reconnection region; the RCS thickness is found using the Ampere’s law. 
The only exception is the longitudinal magnetic field, which has been ignored so far. Yet 
the observations indicate tha t it  can be large in  flaring regions. Suppose the RCS plane 
is perpendicular to the solar surface. Then the results o f Huaning (1995) are applicable. 
Huaning (1995) introduced a parameter involving the longitudinal magnetic field in a flare 
region. Not only the parameter reaches maximum values near the regions w ith  newly 
emerging magnetic flux, i t  also decreases after the flare. As discussed above, a longitudinal 
field o f the same order as the main (reconnecting) field is also included in  theoretical models 
o f magnetic reconnection in flares.
I t  is pertinent to dwell at some length on the derivation o f RCS parameters, because 
the ir particular numerical values Eire o f principal importance in  d eterm in ing  the acceleration 
efficiency. The parameters follow from a system o f conservation laws, supplemented by
Ohm’s law and expressions fo r heat flux and electrical conductivity. Parker (1957) was the
firs t to  perform a sim plified version of such analysis. More sofisticated solutions, taking care 
o f anomalous heat flux and turbulent conductivity were found later. In what follows, we 
use the RCS model due to Somov (1992) in which the characteristics o f high-temperature 
turbulent RCSs are expressed through the external parameters o f the magnetic reconnection 
region: plasma density no outside the RCS, electric field Eo, the gradient o f potential (or 
force-free) magnetic field in the region o f the RCS form ation ho, and the relative value £_l o f 
the transverse magnetic field. In particular, the follow ing relations hold (see Somov, 1992, 
and references therein):
B o«0 .25nJ/4 ^ ) l/2 , (3.5)
<z«2.2-106no1/2, (3.6)
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T  «  3.3 • 1012 ——77?. (3.7)
£ l* o
where T  is some effective RCS temperature (CGS units are used). Given no ~  IO10 cm-3 
and T  ~  10® K, i t  can be checked tha t the estimates given above are indeed compatible 
w ith  these formulae to an order-of-magnitude accuracy.
Let us see i f  the developed formalism can account for the electron acceleration in solar 
flares.
On the one hand, the acceleration in  an RCS w ithout a longitud inal field is not efficient: 
Equation (3.1) gives A £ 0  =  1 keV for parameters given above, which is far below the energy 
required for the production o f X-rays. The reason for this is tha t even a sm all transverse 
magnetic field efficiently turns electrons in the plane o f the RCS (Speiser, 1965); hence they 
cannot gain significant energy.
On the other hand, i f  the longitudinal field is significantly larger than
B||iC =  O.IBo, (3.8)
that is i f  5|| > 10 G fo r B q =  100 G (see Equation (3.2)), then the particles are trapped 
inside the RCS and the ir energy can increase to  a larger value. This result, firs t obtained 
by Litvinenko and Somov (1993), was substantiated in the preceding chapter (see also 
Litvinenko, 1996a). The energy o f electrons is calculated from  Equation (3.3) to be A S = 
100 keV, quite enough to  explain the first-phase acceleration. Moreover, re la tiv is tic  energies 
can be reached, given sufficiently strong electric and longitudinal magnetic fields. Thus 
the electrons tha t generate the continuum gamma-emission can be produced in  RCSs o f 
solar flares. Note tha t the calculations o f the previous chapter were performed in the 
nonrelativistic approxim ation. This, however, is not im portant fo r the principal result
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given by Equation (3.3), which is valid for a large longitudinal field.
The acceleration can be very fast: from  Equation (3.4), A t =  10-6 s. This may corre­
spond to the observed strong variab ility  o f the hard X-rays, the smallest tim e scale o f which 
is not yet established. Therefore, the longitudinal magnetic field increases the acceleration 
efficiency to such an extent that it  becomes possible to explain the firs t phase o f electron 
acceleration in solar flares as the particle energization process in  magnetically non-neutral 
RCSs.
I t  is convenient (and in fact necessary in  a self-consistent treatm ent) to combine the 
formulae for particle acceleration and RCS parameters. This perm its elim ination o f a num­
ber o f free parameters and thus facilitates the comparison o f theory and observations. By 
way o f example, let us apply the model described by Equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) to 
the problem at hand. I t  is amusing to note that Equation (3.8) turns out to be a universal 
result tha t is independent o f a particular choice o f RCS parameters. Thus the longitudinal 
component can be one order o f magnitude smaller than the reconnecting components re­
lated to the electric current in  the RCS in  order to change the character o f electron motion 
inside the sheet. As for Equations (3.1) and (3.3), they take the following convenient form :
AS0 (keV) =  5 • 10~9T  (K ), (3.9)
A S  (keV) =  2 • l ( r 7£ ||r (K ). (3.10)
We see tha t acceleration to tens o f keV can occur in  a magnetically non-neutral RCS and
can provide an effective particle escape and the corresponding electric resistance necessary
for the high temperature (T  «  10® K ) inside the RCS.
Even though a constant transverse field was assumed above, it  is reasonable to consider
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a slow variation o f B± along the RCS. In particular, an MHD model fo r the RCS structure 
predicts tha t 5x(® ) ~  *  (e.g., Somov, 1992). Such a field structure produces a power-law 
spectrum o f electrons. Assuming the in itia lly  uniform  particle d istribu tion in  the RCS, 
f{ x ) =  const, and using Equation (3.3), one can solve the continuity equation f {x)dx = 
f ( 6 )d£ and obtain the spectrum
m  ~  ^  ~  e~2- (3 - ii)
This corresponds to the hardest electron spectra observed in  solar flares, as it  should because 
the present treatm ent does not include any energy loss mechanism.
The derived results deserve some discussion. The usual approach in  RCS acceleration 
theory is to assume the electric and magnetic fields to  be aligned (e.g., Ben Ira, and Holman, 
1994, and references therein). Indeed, it  m ight be tha t E  is parallel to B  in  flare loops. 
However, when applied to  the RCS acceleration, th is approach ignores an im portant physical 
effect—the action o f the transverse magnetic field, which leads to the rapid escape o f the 
particles from  the sheet.
Magnetic reconnection is not a one-dimensional process: it  is always realized in  the 
presence o f a small, but significant Rj_ component (see reviews by Somov, 1992; Biskamp, 
1994). In  other words, any reconnecting current sheet is at least a two-dimensional structure. 
As already pointed out by Martens (1988), even a sm all Bji radically restricts the particle 
energy in  RCSs in  the solar atmosphere. Our estimate for A  So confirms his conclusion. 
Therefore, a three-dimensional approach is necessary, including consideration o f B||. The 
longitudinal component magnetizes the electrons inside the RCS, and thus allows the ir 
acceleration to much larger energies «  A £. This is the central result o f this chapter.
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I t  is im portant that even in the presence o f a large B^, B±_ cannot be ignored. The 
typical acceleration length in  the electric held is
A l =  aB\\/BL % 104 cm, (3.12)
which is much smaller than the to ta l current sheet length I ss 109 cm. To put i t  another 
way, particle escape is s till much more efficient across the sheet than along it .
Because A l •C I, electrons are not accelerated as a single beam, but rather are distributed 
along the whole length of the RCS. I f  th is were not so, the electric current, associated w ith 
the particle beam, would give rise to  a huge magnetic field far exceeding the observed values 
(see Holman, 1985, and references therein). This d ifficu lty w ith  the beam model im plied 
tha t the electric current should not flow in  a single RCS, but should be distributed in  tens 
o f thousends o f oppositely directed current channels (Holman, 1985). Taking the magnetic 
field structure in to account allows one to avoid this seemingly unphysical conclusion. The 
ra tio  1/ A l ss 10s is just the factor tha t was ignored by the single beam model.
Let us conclude this section by brie fly discussing the acceleration o f protons in  the RCS. 
As Equation (3.2) shows, the magnetizing longitudinal field is proportioned to the square 
root of the particle mass, being about 40 times larger for protons than for electrons. Though 
the field o f 400 G is not entirely unrealistic, i t  would be premature to suggest tha t protons 
can gain re la tiv istic energies in  the same way as electrons. Nevertheless, Equation (3.2) has 
an interesting consequence concerning the composition o f flare-accelerated particles.
For a small longitudinal field, the Speiser mechanism is applicable fo r both electrons 
and protons. As Equation (3.1) shows, the particles gain the same speed in  the RCS. Thus 
the energy release m ainly occurs in  the form  o f protons w ith  the energy o f about 0.1 — 1
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MeV. Protons and electrons leave the RCS w ith  the same speed almost parallel to the 
external magnetic field (Speiser, 1965). Thus a neutral beam is created, traveling down 
the flare loops. Because the energy m ainly resides in  protons, they are most like ly to be 
responsible for the chromospheric heating and flare X-ray emission. Experimental evidence 
and theoretical arguments in  favor o f the neutral beams were reviewed, e.g., by Martens 
and Young (1990), Simnett (1995).
As the longitudinal magnetic field increases, we return to  the standard picture o f acceler­
ation, in  which electrons carry the bulk o f the particle energy. The present model, therefore, 
relates the properties o f the accelerated particles to the structure o f the reconnection region. 
This approach may be a step toward a unified description of particle acceleration in  flares 
and may resolve the existing controversy between the proton and electron beam models.
The question remains whether the RCS model w ith  5 _l #  0 can describe the generation 
o f re la tiv is tic  protons (up to a few GeV) in  some flares. The affirm ative answer was given by 
Litvinenko and Somov (1995), who proposed tha t the protons interact w ith  the RCS more 
than once, each tim e gaining a fin ite, re lative ly small amount o f energy. The cumulative 
effect was shown to be the required fast acceleration to re la tiv istic energies (see also the 
next chapter).
3.3 Acceleration and Self-Consistent Models for Reconnec­
tion
Estimates o f the previous section employed the value o f the electric field in the reconnection 
region Eq =  10 V /cm . This theoretical estimate follows from  an MHD model for the RCS 
structure. Numerical simulations show th a t filam ent eruptions in  the corona give rise to
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magnetic reconnection tha t indeed proceeds at a rate corresponding to an electric field 
o f about 10 V /cm  at the reconnection site (Forbes, 1992). The theoretical estimate also 
conforms to the measurements based upon the Stark effect. In  particular, Foukal and Behr 
(1995) reported a field ~  35 V /cm  in a flare surge (see also the review by Foukal and Hinata, 
1991).
Surprisingly, Zarro, Mariska, and Dennis (1995) analyzed the soft and hard X-ray ob­
servations o f a solar flare and found the electric field during the impulsive phase to be only 
~  IQ-4  V /cm . The factor o f l j  A l is again responsible fo r this five-orders-of-magnitude 
discrepancy. In  order to find E0, Zarro et al. (1995) used the electron runaway model (Hol­
man, Kundu, and Kane, 1989), which allows the electrons to go through the whole RCS 
before leaving it .  This model, therefore, postulates from  the outset a potentia l difference on 
the order o f a hundred keV along the whole sheet length I. However, i f  a particle actually 
travels a distance A l  ~  10 along the sheet, the electric field must be 10s • 10-4 =  10 
V /cm  in  order to provide the same final energy.
The invoked electric field Eo is a few orders o f magnitude larger than the Dreicer field. 
This is consistent w ith  in situ observations o f the geomagnetic ta il, where the electric field 
is eight orders o f magnitude larger than the Dreicer field (see Lyons and W illiam s, 1984, 
and references therein). This is to be expected in  nearly collisionless space plasmas, even 
when the turbulence is taken into account. A  typical wave-particle scattering rate in  the 
RCS is v  =  106 s_1 for thermal electrons and decreases w ith  the particle speed (for instance, 
v ~  v ~ 3  for ion-acoustic turbulence). Recalling tha t the acceleration tim e A t as 10“ 6 s, one 
sees tha t the acceleration process can be essentially collisionless, so tha t the usual Ohm’s 
law is not applicable. In this case, the particle escape its e lf provides an effective plasma 
resistivity (cf. Lyons and Speiser, 1985 and references therein, for =  0).
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A self-consistency relation for a collisionless RCS is obtained by combining Ampere’s
law
B0 =  ^  (3.13)co
(6 ~  109 cm is the RCS ha lf-w id th) and an expression fo r the electric current I :
I  =  eN (A l/l), (3.14)
where the particle in flux in to  the sheet is determined by the ir electric d rift:
N  =  4blno(cEo/Bo). (3.15)
Here no ~  1010 cm-3 is the particle density outside the sheet; A I is the acceleration length. 
Combining these three equations gives
• B0 =  v/4fre£o n0 A /. (3.16)
This result could also be obtained by equating the Poynting flux (c/ir)EoBob I, flowing into 
the RCS, to the product o f the electron flux into the sheet (3.15) and the energy gain per 
particle eEo&l. Using Equation (3.12) to find A I, one obtains
f  B n \ 1' 2
Bo = \4neE onoa-^-J  (3.17)
Numerical evaluation o f the right-hand side of Equation (3.17) shows tha t it  actually gives 
the main magnetic field B q on the order o f 102 G, as was earlier assumed.
Note that, in  the lim it Bn =  =  0, one must take A  1 = 1 and then Equation
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(3.16) becomes the well-known Alfven relation (A lfven, 1968), derived for a s tric tly  one­
dimensional neutral magnetic surface. This lim itin g  case, however, is o f litt le  interest for 
RCS dynamics.
Another well-studied case is that o f B\\ =  0, B± ^  0 (Lyons and Speiser, 1985, and 
references therein). Now Al =  A£o/(eEo)‘, hence Equation (3.16) gives
BqB_i  = cE 0V 8 ^ i .  (3.18)
Note tha t here m  is to be interpreted as the proton mass. The reason for th is is that, given 
B|j =  0, both the energy gain and electric current are proportional to particle mass and 
therefore the proton contribution to the to ta l electric current in any cross-section is much 
more significant than the electron contribution. For a sufficiently large longitudinal field, 
though, the electron energy gain and contribution to the toted current begin to  dominate, 
so tha t form ula (3.17) can be used.
3.4 Discussion
Electron runaway in  an electric field is frequently invoked to explain the first-phase accelera­
tion o f electrons in  solar flares (e.g., Holman, 1985; de Jager, 1986; Takakura, 1988; Holman 
et al., 1989; Benka and Holman, 1994). The problem is usually simplified by neglecting the 
influence o f a magnetic field on the acceleration process. The neglect is justified i f  the 
electric and magnetic fields are parallel to  each other.
However, both longitudinal and transverse components o f magnetic field are bound to 
be present in  the reconnection region together w ith  the electric field. This fact leads to 
im portant physical consequences; in  particular, the particle escape across the sheet turns
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out to be much faster than along it .  This property has been well established in  studies of 
electric field acceleration in the geomagnetic ta il (Speiser, 1965; Speiser and Lyons, 1984). 
Unfortunately, these results were not applied to  solar flare research. A  notable exception 
is the work o f Martens (1988), who used the Speiser model to show tha t particles escape 
from the RCS very quickly: he found the actual acceleration length to be a few orders of 
magnitude smaller than the RCS length. The reason for th is is the action o f the transverse 
magnetic field upon the particle motion. The particle escape from  the RCS can serve as an 
effective noncollisional resistivity mechanism.
Martens’s analysis is extended in  this work to the case o f a fin ite  longitudinal magnetic 
field. Even though in  this case the acceleration length is found to be about two orders of 
magnitude larger than for B|| = 0 , the escape o f electrons from  the acceleration region is 
s till much more rapid than most o f the models assume.
The short acceleration length necessarily dictates th a t the electric field inside the RCS 
must be on the order o f a few V /cm  to provide the acceleration o f 10 — 100 keV electrons 
that la ter generate hard X-rays. When observations are interpreted using the sim plistic 
electron runaway model ignoring the magnetic field altogether, a number emerges which 
is five orders o f magnitude smaller (e.g., Zarro et al., 1995). Future observations should 
resolve the controversy regarding the magnitude o f the electric field in the reconnection 
region. In  th is respect, measurements using the Stark effect (Foukal and Behr, 1995) seem 
to be o f prim ary interest. This technique does not make use o f any acceleration model and 
results in  a value o f the electric field on the order o f 10 V /cm , as the theory suggests.
Though th is study focused on the electron acceleration, the RCS model also allows for 
the generation o f neutral beams w ith  energy prim arily  residing in  protons. The relative 
efficiency o f the two processes was found to be determined by the magnetic field structure
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inside the RCS. This approach may resolve the existing controversy between the electron 
and proton beam models.
The longitud inal magnetic field inside RCSs may have consequences not only for the 
dynamics o f acceleration in  individual flares, but also for some global parameters, such as 
the solar coronal X-ray lum inosity. This is because the field should sta tis tica lly  change w ith 
the 11-year ac tiv ity  cycle. A larger field inside the current sheets favors efficient acceleration 
o f electrons tha t generate X-rays in  the corona (cf. Pearce et al., 1992).
There is evidently a strong case fo r further detailed study o f charged particle acceleration 
in the reconnecting current sheets w ith  a realistic structure o f the magnetic field, both 
perpendicular and parallel to the sheet plane.
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Chapter 4
R elativistic A cceleration o f  
Protons in Current Sheets during 
Solar Flares
4.1 Introduction
Temporal behaviour o f various flare emissions suggests tha t particle acceleration in  solar 
flares frequently occurs in two d istinct phases. I t  was assumed in  the past tha t electrons 
acquire the energy on the order o f 100 keV during the firs t, impulsive phase (lasting less than 
several seconds), whereas both electrons and ions become re la tiv istic in  the second phase, 
which can last from  several minutes to several hours (for a review o f early observations, see 
W ild , Smerd, and Weiss, 1963). Reconnection in  current sheets and shock-wave acceleration 
were thought to be the physical mechanisms responsible for generation o f the re la tiv istic 
particles.
Later it  was discovered that in  some flares both electrons and protons acquire energy up 
to 100 MeV on a tim e scale o f £ 1 s (Forrest and Chupp, 1983; Kane et al., 1986), im plying 
tha t the second phase may be unnecessary for re la tiv istic acceleration. Hence the focus
48
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o f theoretical research on the high-energy particles shifted to the impulsive acceleration. 
Nevertheless, observations clearly showed that flares w ith  two phases o f acceleration, as 
well as those w ith  a single one, do exist (e.g. Kallenrode and Wibberenz, 1991). This fact 
has led to  the concept o f several different mechanisms of acceleration, some o f which are 
fast and some slow. Any o f the mechanisms (or all o f them) may operate in  a particular 
flare.
De Jager (1990) suggested the follow ing general scheme, based on earlier theoretical 
and observational studies. Electrons Eire accelerated by the direct electric field, related to 
magnetic reconnection, to ~  10 MeV w ith in  0.1 s; a few seconds la ter protons trapped by 
shock waves Eire accelerated to ~  100 M eV; finally, the protons can be fu rther Eiccelerated to 
GeV energies by shock waves on open magnetic field lines. This th ird  phsise (corresponding 
to the second one in  the usual notation) occurs on a timescale o f several m inutes. The 
advEintage o f such an approach is tha t it  explains the diversity o f flaxes observed, because 
the relative role o f each o f the mechanisms varies from  flare to flsue.
Thus, the largest proton energies observed (up to severed GeV) Eire reached during the 
last, extended phase o f acceleration, which is thought to correspond to  the shock-wave 
Fermi-type acceleration process (for a review, see Bsii smd Sturrock, 1989). The existence 
and importance o f shock Eicceleration in strong flares is beyond doubt. Note, however, that 
there are flcires in  which shock acceleration seems to be unsuitable for interpretation o f the 
delayed component o f gEimma-ray emission from  neutrsd pion decay (AJdmov et al., 1996). 
This is because a shock is Eilready too high in the s o I e i t  corona by the tim e the delayed 
component appears. I f  the protons, which later produced the pions, were Eiccelerated by 
the shock, they could not reach the chromosphere suid produce the gamma-emission (cf. 
Kahler, 1984). The problem w ith  acceleration rate e iIso  exists for the shock mechEinism (see
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below). Therefore, the search for additional mechanism(s) fo r generation o f re la tiv istic ions 
in flares is s till justified .
The purpose o f th is chapter is to determine whether the acceleration o f protons during 
the late phase o f large gamma-ray/proton flares to GeV energies can occur in  a reconnecting 
current sheet (RCS), formed behind a rising coronal transient or an erupting prominence. 
In  principle, the electric field, generated in  such structures by rap id ly changing magnetic 
field, is the fastest and easiest means of particle acceleration to  re la tiv is tic  energies (Somov, 
1981; see also the preceeding chapters). In  practice, however, various effects act both 
to increase and, mainly, to decrease the acceleration efficiency. That is why one should 
carefully consider these effects in order to determine correctly the rate o f acceleration and 
the maximum energy o f the particles. In th is respect th is chapter is a continuation o f the 
previous work. So far it  was investigated, for instance, how the motion o f a charged particle 
in  the RCS is influenced by such factors as the transverse (Speiser, 1965) and longitudinal 
(Litvinenko and Somov, 1993; Litvinenko, 1996a) components o f magnetic field in  the sheet, 
the magnetic field structure outside the sheet (Shabansky, 1971), and M HD turbulence in 
the current sheet (Matthaeus, Ambrosiano, and Goldstein, 1984).
A new factor tha t is introduced below is the transverse (perpendicular to the RCS plane) 
electric field outside the RCS, arising from  electric charge separation (Harris, 1962). This 
field w ill be shown to efficiently “lock” the protons in  the current sheet. In th is way the 
transverse electric field counteracts the transverse magnetic field tha t tends to eject the 
particles from  the sheet. Hence the protons can gain more energy while moving along the 
main electric field inside the sheet. Following the established term inology (Somov, 1992), we 
can say tha t such current sheets are not only magnetically, but also electrically non-neutral.
The plan o f the chapter is as follows. A fter discussing magnetic field topologies tha t can
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give rise to  magnetic reconnection and particle acceleration during the late phase o f large 
solar flares, we briefly describe the structure and parameters of the RCS, taking care of the 
transverse electric field outside the sheet. A  model for ion acceleration is also presented. 
Then the energy gain rate and the maximum particle energy are calculated and compared 
w ith  observations and other models.
4.2 Formation of the Current Sheet in the High Corona
Though the main flare energy release is usually a ttributed to magnetic reconnection in the 
low corona or upper chromosphere, an RCS can also form  much higher, behind a rising 
coronal mass ejection (CME) or erupting loop prominence during the late phase o f a flare 
(Fig. 4-1). The existing theoretical models (e.g. Kopp and Pneuman, 1976; Steele and Priest, 
1989) assume that the magnetic field loses equilibrium  and erupts, thus driving reconnection 
below the prominence. This occurs because the eruption o f the coronal magnetic flux leads 
to a strong perturbation o f the pre-existing magnetic field structure: the field lines, which 
were closed prior to the flare, become stretched out or even open. Reconnection must occur 
in order to restore the field to its  pre-flare configuration. The perturbed field is envisioned 
to relax to the in itia l state through the process o f magnetic reconnection in  the RCS.
In the simple model described above, the picture o f magnetic field lines has to be con­
sidered as a two-dimensional cross-section o f the real magnetic configuration—an arcade of 
in itia lly  closed loops w ith  a longitudinal magnetic field, which makes the process o f recon­
nection more complicated than the two-dimensional reconnection. Anyway, reconnection 
in this approach is a consequence o f ejection o f a large magnetic loop or “plasmoid” into 
interplanetary space during strong flares.
Another approach to the problem, according to which the processes o f reconnection and
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Figure 4-1: Two-dimensional model fo r eruption of the filament through an arcade o f closed 
loops and form ation o f the RCS below it .  Thick arrows show the plasma flows into the 
region o f magnetic reconnection.
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Figure 4-2: Large-scale streamer configuration o f coronal magnetic field.
ejection are more closely related, was suggested by Somov (1991). A  coronal streamer can 
be modelled (also in  two-dimensional approximation) as an RCS in which slow magnetic 
reconnection is driven by the solar wind (Fig. 4-2). Plasma moves upward and brings 
new magnetic field lines to the sheet, where they reconnect. Reconnection creates plasma 
downflow below the streamer and upflow above it. A  coronal transient or CME can develop 
in  th is quasistatic configuration i f  an instab ility  sets in .
By way o f example, we consider the current instab ility . The current speed u o f electrons
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in  the RCS is estimated for magnetic reconnection driven by the solar wind (Somov, 1991):
c B0 ( V  \  a
u =   --------=  ( —B0 ) — • (4.1)4w nea \ c  )  en
Here Bo is the reconnecting (main) component o f magnetic field near the current sheet, a 
the half-thickness o f the sheet, n the particle density inside it, <r the electric conductivity, V  
the speed o f plasma inflow in to the sheet, and c the speed o f ligh t. As the RCS slowly rises, 
the current velocity increases because n decreases. Thus conditions favorable for the current 
instab ility  (e.g. the ion-acoustic instab ility) are created. This leads to anomalous resistivity 
in  the RCS and its  “rupture” —the regime of fast reconnection in  the high-temperature 
turbulent current sheet. As reconnection takes place, the streamer is being disrupted simul­
taneously (Fig. 4-3). This model emphasizes the intim ate relation between the processes 
o f magnetic reconnection and mass ejection in the solar atmosphere: each o f the processes 
can trigger the other one, given favorable in itia l conditions (cf. a recent heated discussion 
on the relative role o f CMEs in  flares, e.g., Svestka, 1995, Gosling and Hundhausen, 1995).
One way or another, the relaxation o f magnetic field to its  in itia l state, which takes
place after or during the CME launch, is accompanied by a second abrupt energy release,
m ainly in  the form  o f high-energy particles. The reason for th is is a large direct electric 
field, generated inside the RCS, tha t efficiently accelerates the charged particles. Because 
the RCS forms very high above the photosphere, the particle density in  the v ic in ity  o f the 
RCS is low and collisional energy losses can be ignored. This fact allows one to  explain the 
efficient generation o f re la tiv istic particles in  flares o f the type considered, in  particular, the 
acceleration of protons to energies on the order o f a few GeV.
The theoretical picture delineated above appears to be supported by observations, which
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Figure 4-3: Fast reconnection in the streamer configuration tha t causes the onset o f a 
coronal mass ejection.
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show tha t CME launches precede flares, the la tte r developing much below CMEs (Harrison, 
1986). According to  Harrison et al. (1990), “the ascending CM E structure may destabilize 
the complex magnetic structures near its  footpoints thus producing the conditions for parti­
cle acceleration, reconnection and heating.”  However, the assumption o f spatial symmetry 
and s tric t two-dimensionality, usually present in  theoretical models, should be abandoned 
in  order to  explain the details of observations.
4.3 RCS Parameters and Mechanism of Acceleration
Some simple estimates confirm  the above scenario fo r particle acceleration in the late phase 
o f large solar flares. A  typ ica l CME speed o f upward m otion equals the A lfven speed in the 
corona V& ~  1000 km /s. A  typical speed V  o f plasma inflow in to the RCS must be about 
0.1 Va in  order to provide the necessary energy release rate (Parker, 1973). This implies a 
regime o f fast reconnection. Such a regime is known to be realized in  magnetically non­
neutral reconnecting current sheets (Somov, 1992, 1994; Biskamp, 1994). I t  is reasonable to 
take for illus tra tive  purposes V  =  100 km /s. Let I — 109 —1010 cm be the RCS length- and 
width-scale; it  coincides w ith  the typical expanse o f an active region. Then a characteristic 
tim e for the RCS form ation is given by
tf =  / /K  =  102 -  103s, (4.2)
I t  is this tim e tha t should be identified w ith  the delay o f the late (extended) acceleration 
phase w ith  respect to  the impulsive one. For a characteristic value o f the coronal magnetic
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field B o =  100 G, the direct electric field inside the RCS is
E0 = -  V B 0 = 3 • 10~2 CGSE =  10 V /cm . c (4.3)
Estimate (4.3) is compatible w ith  (4.1) because the electric current density in  the RCS is 
j  =  neu =  (tE0. E lectric fields on the order o f 10 V /cm  are actually observed in  solar active 
regions, in particular, in  erupting prominences (for a review, see Foukal and Hinata, 1991). 
The maximum energy gain for a particle accelerated in  the RCS m igh t be thought to
Clearly this value is amply sufficient for an explanation o f the extended acceleration phase, 
though taking account o f the magnetic field in  the RCS can dim in ish  the actual maximum 
energy 8max. The question is whether a sufficient acceleration rate and maximum energy 
can be obtained, given a realistic magnetic and electric field structure in  the RCS. In this 
context, formulae =  U and d £ /d t =  ceEo =  300 GeV/s, ignoring the magnetic field 
altogether, are gross overestimates. Thus a more detailed consideration o f the RCS structure 
is necessary.
Speiser (1965) was the firs t to treat charged particle acceleration in  current sheets, taking 
into account not only the reconnecting field Bo, but also a sm all transverse (perpendicular to 
the plane o f the RCS) magnetic field component B± =  £xB0. A  typ ica l relative value o f the 
transverse field, penetrating in to  such a magnetically non-neutral RCS is =  10-3 —10"2 
(Somov, 1992). In  what follows we adopt the value o f £j_ =  3 • 10~3 for our estimates. 
Speiser’s basic result is tha t both the energy gain A 8 and the tim e A t in tha t the particles
be determined by the potentia l drop along the sheet, which is equal to
U =  eE0l =  100 GeV. (4.4)
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spend in  the non-neutral RCS are fin ite . The transverse magnetic field makes the particle
typical speed o f the particle.
Litvinenko and Somov (1993) and Litvinenko (1996a, see also the previous chapter) 
generalized the results o f Speiser (1965) by including the longitudinal magnetic field fiy  
in  the sheet. This component, however, while efficiently magnetizing electrons in  the RCS,
the RCS, is proportional to  the square root o f the particle mass. Hence we can use, first,
next section.
Thus, on the one hand, electrons can acquire re la tiv istic energies in  RCSs w ith  a nonzero 
longitudinal field f i||.  On the other hand, application o f Equations (4.3), (4.5), and (4.6) 
to the RCS, formed behind a rising CME, shows tha t a nonzero f ix  radically restricts the 
energy o f heavier particles: A S  for protons cannot exceed 20 MeV i f  a typical value o f 
£x =  3 • 10-3 ( f ix  =  0.3 G) is assumed. Therefore, re la tiv istic energies cannot be reached
tu rn  in  the plane o f the sheet, and then a component o f the Lorentz force expels it  from
the RCS plane almost along the magnetic lines o f force. The distance tha t the particle can
travel along the sheet equals the Larmor diameter determined by the transverse field and a
cannot influence the motion o f protons and heavier nuclei tha t are o f prim ary interest to
us here. This is because the critica l longitud inal field, necessary to magnetize a particle in
Speiser’s formulae, derived fo r the case when a particle o f mass m and charge e enters the




Generalizations o f these formulae to particles w ith  nonzero in itia l velocities are given in  the
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after a single interaction of the particle w ith  the sheet (cf. Martens, 1988). To overcome 
this d ifficu lty, Martens (1988) conjectured tha t the re la tiv is tic  acceleration could take place 
in RCS regions where B_i —>■ 0 (the neutral current sheet approximation), and the protons 
are freely accelerated by the electric field. This conjecture, however, does not seem to be 
adequate fo r actual RCSs, where reconnection always occurs in  the presence o f a nonzero 
transverse magnetic field. Though we do expect B± to  vary somewhat along the RCS 
(Somov, 1992), the region w ith  vanishing B± is so small tha t a particle w ill quickly leave 
tha t region (and hence the RCS) before being eiccelerated. Thus we are led to m odify the 
Speiser model significantly.
The centred idea o f this chapter is tha t protons can interact w ith  the RCS more than 
once, each tim e gaining a finite, relatively sm all amount o f energy. The cumulative effect 
could be the required re la tivistic acceleration. Thus a mechanism is assumed tha t efficiently 
keeps the particles in  the v ic in ity  o f the RCS so tha t the particles can go through a significant 
fraction o f the potentia l U. Previously Shabansky (1971) considered a sim ilar model in the 
context o f charged particle acceleration in the geomagnetic ta il. However, conditions o f the 
solar atmosphere are quite different from those o f the geomagnetic ta il. Therefore, formulae 
given by Shabansky (1971) are inapplicable to the problem a t hand. For this reason, one 
has to  consider another model in  application to  the RCS in  the solar atmosphere.
The feature tha t makes positively charged particles return to the RCS is the transverse 
electric field directed toward the sheet (Fig. 4-4). In  am exact self-consistent one-dimensional 
model o f the current sheet due to Hatrris (1962), th is field equals
E± =  2 ir<rq, (4.7)
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Figure 4-4: Sketch o f the non-neutral reconnecting current sheet w ith  a transverse electric 
field outside the sheet E±_ due to electric charge separation.
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where the magnitude o f the electric charge density integrated over the sheet thickness is
=  ^ nea. (4-8)
On substituting (4.1) and (4.8) in to  (4.7), one obtains
E x = (4.9)ea
where the momentum balance equation
£ o /(8 tt) =  nkBT  (4.10)
is used, T  being the plasma temperature in  the RCS.
Physically, the transverse electric field E x  outside the RCS is a consequence o f electric 
charge separation. Both electrons and protons are deflected by the magnetic field when 
they move out o f the sheet. The trajectories o f electrons, however, are bent to a greater 
degree owing to the ir smaller mass. As for much heavier ions, they stream out o f the RCS 
almost freely. Hence the charge separation arises, leading to the electric field tha t detains 
the protons in the RCS region (Harris, 1962; cf. Longmire, 1963).
I t  is not obvious a priori tha t H arris’s solution applies to current sheets w ith  nonzero 
£x and fin ite  conductivity <r. I t  should be valid, however, for small £xi at least as a firs t 
approximation. In  fact a ll we need fo r the calculations is the electric potentia l
<f> =  J  E ± d y , (4.11)
which can be safely taken to equal k^T /e , the usual value owing to the spread o f a “cloud”
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o f charged particles.
The follow ing point is worth emphasizing here. The charge separation tha t gives rise 
to the potentia l <j> stems m ainly from  the m otion o f thermal protons perpendicular to 
the RCS plane. A t the same time, some protons are known to leave the RCS almost 
along its  plane. This property is a characteristic feature o f the above mentioned Speiser 
mechanism o f particle acceleration. I t  appears inevitable tha t even a modest transverse 
electric fie ld  w ill considerably influence the m otion o f these particles because they always 
move almost perpendicular to th is field. The division o f protons in to two groups—thermal 
and nonthermal— allows to sim plify the m athematical treatm ent o f the problem. In what 
follows, we assume tha t the number o f particles accelerated to high energies is small as 
compared w ith  the number o f therm al protons creating the electric potentia l in  the firs t 
place. S tric tly  speaking, however, a self-consistent approach is required to  verify the results 
o f th is prelim inary treatm ent.
Having made this qualitative remark, we proceed to calculate the energy gain rate and 
maximum energy for the protons being eiccelerated in  the RCS, taking in to  account both 
the main components o f electromagnetic field (Ho and Eq) and the transverse ones (B± 
and E±). As discussed earlier in this section, protons are too heavy to be influenced by the 
longitudinal magnetic field, so we can take J3|| =  0.
4.4 Maximum Proton Energy and Acceleration Rate
According to  the model described above, a positively charged particle ejected from  the RCS 
is quickly “reflected” and moves back to the RCS. The reason for this is the electric field E±, 
directed perpendicular to the sheet, which always exists outside the RCS (Harris, 1962). 
I t  is o f paramount importance for what follows tha t some o f the protons are ejected from
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the RCS almost along the magnetic field lines (Speiser, 1965). The transverse electric field 
efficiently “ locks” these particles in  the RCS because they always move almost in  the plane 
o f the sheet. On getting into the sheet again, the protons are accelerated further and the 
cycle repeats itself.
In  order to explore the properties o f the acceleration mechanism, we need to dwell at 
some length on the particle m otion outside the RCS. Consider a proton leaving the RCS 
plane w ith  the to ta l energy £ and momentum p. According to Speiser (1965), accelerated 
particles leave the RCS almost along magnetic field lines. In other words, the compo­
nent o f momentum perpendicular to the sheet is p± ~  £ jjj <C p for such a proton. The 
perpendicular component o f the equation o f m otion fo r the particle outside the RCS is
^ M * )  = -e-E-L- (4.12)
In principle, the fu ll Lorentz equation should have been solved to find the particle tra jectory 
outside the sheet (where B  =  Bo), tha t is
p =  eEx +  "  v  x  ®o> (4-13)
but for Speiser-type trajectories
v  x  B 0 <  £ lvBq (4.14)
and hence the magnetic force can be ignored fo r sufficiently small velocities:
•  < B -  ( 4 - l 5 )
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Consecutive use o f Equations (4.9), (4.10), and (4.1) reduces the last inequality to
w <  £ - , (4.16)
where u is the current speed. Given the turbulent conductivity in  the reconnection region 
tr «  1012 s-1 , the right-hand side o f Equation (4.16) is about the speed o f ligh t. Hence the 
effect o f magnetic force on the proton motion can be ignored even for moderately re la tiv istic 
particles. Now Equation (4.12) allows us to  estimate the tim e spent by the proton between 
two successive interactions w ith  the RCS,
= Hr * §f- ( 4 - l 7 )
The largest particle energy attainable is d e te rm in ed by the condition tha t the potential 
(4.11) is ju s t enough to prevent the proton from  leaving the reconnection region. In other 
words, the field E± must cancel the perpendicular momentum. Energy conservation gives:
£max — — P± ^  +  e0i (4*18)
where
r.2 „2  _  £2 f  cZ  „ 2  4P l‘ 2 = £ ( £ L x - m 2c4). (4.19)
E lim inating p± between (4.18) and (4.19), one obtains the sought-after maximum energy
‘ T H U  —  £ 2
£^m 2c4
x ' r  e2^ 2 (4.20)
where e</> m k&T. Formula (4.20) shows tha t protons can actually be accelerated to GeV
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energies in  the high-temperature RCS: for instance Sxaax ~  2.4 GeV for T  =  10s K  and 
£_l =  3 • 10-3 . Even larger energies can be reached in  RCS regions w ith  a sm aller transverse 
magnetic field (cf. Martens, 1988). However, in  spite of the efficient particle detainment 
inside the RCS, the maximum energy is s till more than an order o f magnitude smaller than 
the sim plistic approach, based on Equation (4.4), would give.
We note in  passing tha t i f  a particle leaves the sheet w ith  a velocity tha t is perpendicular 
to the magnetic field lines outside the RCS, the magnetic reflection is very efficient too. In 
this case it  occurs in  a tim e on the order o f the inverse gyrofrequency in  the field Bo ■
The resulting acceleration rate can be estimated as
d £ ^ _ < A £ ) _
dt ~  A iin  +  A U t ' (4’21)
Here
{AS) = 2 s ( ^ y  (4.22)
is the re la tiv istic generalization o f Equation (4.5) for the average energy gain. In general, 
a term  linear in a component o f the particle momentum appears in  the expression for 
A S  (Speiser and Lyons, 1984). This term  would make acceleration more efficient and 
would have to be retained i f  the RCS were a simple plane sheet. However, the present 
state o f observations and theory appears to be the following. On the one hand, a few 
large-scale reconnecting current sheets determine the energetics and morphology o f flares. 
On the other hand, small-scale dynamics o f the magnetic field leads to the form ation o f 
complicated, “warped” current surfaces, rather than simple current sheets; a self-sim ilar 
hierarchy o f current sheets can form  at the edges o f each large-scale RCS (see Biskamp 
(1994) for a discussion). Therefore, when a proton enters the RCS, the angle between the
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particle momentum and the RCS electric fie ld  is arbitrary, making i t  necessary to perform
the averaging of the expression for the proton energy gain. In  much the same way
(4.23)
is the re la tiv istic generalization o f Equation (4.6) for the tim e the particle spends inside the 
RCS during each interaction. The approach using the differential equation (4.21) is quite 
justified  i f  the inequality (AS)  -C Smax holds.
Equation (4.21), w ith  account taken o f (4.17), (4.22), and (4.23), can be integrated in 
elementary functions, though the solution is rather cumbersome and is not reproduced here. 
To sim plify the problem further, note tha t




is integrated to give the kinetic particle energy
(4.26)
whence the acceleration tim e is
(4.27)
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This result clearly demonstrates the possibility o f efficient proton acceleration by virtue 
o f the direct electric field in the RCS. A t the same tim e, ju s t as in the estimate fo r the 
maximum energy gain, taking care o f the actual magnetic fie ld structure has considerably 
d im in ished (by a factor o f Eo/Bj_ = V / (£j_c) «  10-1 ) the magnitude o f the energy gain 
rate, as compared w ith  the case B±_ =  0.
The energy £ could be also obtained as a function o f the number o f particle entries to 
the RCS, N . The equation to be solved is now
|£ =  <A £ >. (4-28)
whence
2
£ =  me2 exp j^ 2 N j . (4.29)
Therefore, the particle must interact w ith  the RCS
"'“(i^ X W * 102 ( 4 - 3 0 )
times in order to  reach a re la tivistic energy. As was shown above (see Equation (4.20)), 
the transverse electric field outside the RCS is actually capable o f providing th is number o f 
reentries in to the current sheet.
Note tha t, in  principle, the protons could leave the RCS along its plane rather than 
across it .  This would prevent the ir further acceleration. This is not likely, however, because 
o f a very short acceleration tim e tBC; the distance a proton can travel along the RCS when 
being accelerated is less than ctac «  10® cm, which does not exceed a typical RCS w id th  o f 
109 -  lO10 cm.
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Though th is study m ainly concerns the dynamics o f a single particle, the results are 
im portant fo r determ ination o f the particle d istribu tion function. A  simple model w ill be 
briefly considered here for the d istribution o f re la tiv istic protons in  the corona. Adopting 
the Ferm i-type model (Fermi, 1949), the continuity equation for the d istribution function 
/  in  energy is w ritten  as
where an effective escape tim e teac is introduced. The fin ite  value o f t^c  implies tha t 
particles escape the reconnection region before reaching the maximum energy. This occurs, 
for example, because the RCS is a warped surface rather than a simple plane (cf. the 
discussion follow ing Equation (4.22)). Thus there is a fin ite  probability for a proton, which 
is “hopping” along the RCS plane, to be lost during each hop. In  the simplest case w ith  
fesc =  const and d £ /d t determined by Equation (4.25), Equation (4.31) gives the exponential 
spectrum
/(£ )  ~  e x p (-£ /£ c). (4.32)
I t  is pertinent to note here tha t re la tiv istic proton spectra in some gradual flares are actually 
observed to possess exponential turnovers above some critica l energy £c (for a review, see 
Mandzhavidze and Ramaty, 1993). In the case o f a power-law dependence o f the escape 
tim e fesc upon energy, Equation (4.31) can be solved in  terms o f modified Bessel functions. 
Thus the mechanism suggested above m ight explain not only the typical particle energy but 
also the spectrum o f flare-accelerated protons.
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4.5 Discussion
I t  was suggested above that the extended acceleration o f protons (and perhaps heavier 
ions) to re la tiv istic energies during the late phase o f large solar flares occurs in  reconnecting 
current sheets, where the magnetic field lines are driven together and forced to reconnect. 
Such RCSs naturally form  below erupting loop prominences or coronal streamers. The tim e 
o f RCS form ation corresponds to the delay o f the second phase o f acceleration after the 
firs t, impulsive phase. I t  is im portant to stress the difference o f the reconnection process 
considered in  this chapter from  the impulsive, bursty reconnection considered in  the previous 
chapter. Reconnection in  large gradual flares occurs for hours in  a practically steady-state 
regime so tha t neither the electric fie ld  nor the magnetic field structure changes significantly. 
Therefore, even though protons are ejected from  the RCS quickly (see the previous chapter), 
they now have a larger chance o f returning to  the reconnection region to gain more energy. 
The possibility o f such successive interaction w ith the RCS is the basic reason why the 
re la tiv istic acceleration o f protons is possible in gradual flares. O f course, such interaction 
implies a longer time-scale for the re la tiv is tic  proton acceleration in  the RCS as compared 
w ith  the electron acceleration. Observationally, though, both can be considered as “rapid” , 
tha t is occuring in less than a few seconds.
The mechanism tha t was invoked to explain the acceleration o f protons—direct electric 
field acceleration—is quite ordinary in  studies of the impulsive phase (e.g. Syrovatskii, 1975; 
Sakai, 1992). There are good observational reasons to believe tha t the same mechanism also 
efficiently operates during the second phase o f acceleration.
F irst, even early radio observations o f solar flares (Palmer and Smerd, 1972; Stewart 
and Labrum, 1972) were indicative o f particle acceleration at the cusps o f helmet magnetic 
structures in the corona. These are exactly the structures where RCSs are expected to form.
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Second, acceleration by plasma turbulence inside the RCS in  the helmet structure (in­
voked, for example, by Zhang and Chupp (1989) to explain the electron acceleration in  the 
flare o f A p ril 27, 1981) is too slow to account fo r the generation o f re la tiv is tic  protons and 
requires an unreasonably high turbulence level.
Third, gamma-emission during large flares consists o f separate peaks w ith  a characteris­
tic  duration o f 0.1-0.3 s, down to 0-04 s (G al’per et al., 1994). I f  th is behavior is interpreted 
in  terms o f a succession o f separate events o f acceleration, then the shock mechanism is also 
too slow since the acceleration tim e would be
(Colgate, 1988). By contrast, direct electric field acceleration inside the RCS provides not 
only the necessary maximum energy but also the necessary energy gain rate (see Equation
(4.27)). Fast motions (w ith  speeds up to the coronal Alfven speed) o f erupting filaments 
and other CMEs im ply a large direct electric field in  the RCS. This is the reason why the 
acceleration mechanism is so efficient. V ariab ility  o f gamma-emission intensity may reflect 
the regime o f bursty reconnection in  the RCS, though on a much slower time-scale than in 
impulsive flares.
I t  is pertinent to recall th a t Martens (1988) applied the Speiser (1965) model when 
considering re la tiv istic acceleration o f protons during the late phase o f flares. However, it  
turned out to be necessary to  assume an idealized geometry o f magnetic fie ld in  the RCS, 
viz. B±_ —► 0, in order to account for the re la tiv istic acceleration. This d ifficu lty, however, 
can be alleviated by allowing fo r the transverse electric field E±_ outside the sheet. This field 
necessarily arises in  the v ic in ity  o f the RCS (Harris, 1962). U n til th is work the influence of
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the Ej_-field has not been considered in  models fo r particle acceleration in  RCSs.
An interesting feature o f the acceleration mechanism is tha t neither the maximum energy 
nor the acceleration rate depend upon the particle mass; both quantities, however, depend 
upon the particle electric charge. Hence the mechanism may play a role in  the preferential 
acceleration o f heavy ions during solar flares. I t  is im portant, though, tha t a different 
mechanism appears to be required to explain the selective acceleration o f the 3He isotope 
w ith  respect to 4He in  some impulsive solar flares. This phenomenon w ill be described and 
analyzed in  the next chapter, using a model o f particle interaction w ith  plasma waves. The 
waves themselves are most like ly to be the result o f current instab ility  in  the RCS. Therefore 
the different particle populations in  flares Me in fact physically coupled to each other and 
to the prim ary energy release mechanism.
To conclude, though MHD shocks are usually thought to be responsible for the genera­
tion  o f re la tiv is tic  protons during the late phase o f extended (gradual) gamma-ray/proton 
flares (Bai and Sturrock, 1989; de Jager, 1990), another mechanism—the direct electric field 
acceleration in  RCSs—is necessary to explain proton acceleration to the highest energies 
observed, at least in  flares w ith  strong va riab ility  o f gamma-emission. O f course, the same 
sudden mass motions that lead to the form ation o f RCSs also may give rise to strong shock 
waves, so the two mechanisms o f acceleration can easily coexist in  a single flare.
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C hapter 5
Selective A cceleration o f Helium-3  
Ions in Im pulsive Solar Flares
5.1 Introduction
One o f the most curious phenomena occuring during solar flares is the enrichment o f the 
accelerated particle flux by some ion species. In particular, the 3He isotope is known to be 
accelerated preferentially w ith  respect to 4He in some flares (see Reames, Meyer, and von 
Rosenvinge, 1994, for a recent review o f observational data). S tatistically, 3He-rich events 
strongly correlate w ith  sunspots and flares. Up to  a thousand 3He-rich events per year are 
registered on the visible solar disk at the maximum o f the solar activity. The rate is at 
least a factor o f 50 less during the solar a c tiv ity  m inimum. I t  is not clear, however, whether 
the size o f 3He-rich events is restricted from  below and, i f  it  is, whether this lim iting  size 
changes w ith  the solar cycle or not.
Under typical conditions o f the quiet solar atmosphere, the density o f 3He ions is only 
~  5 • 10-4  o f that o f 4He. Since a typ ica l concentration o f 4He in flaring regions is 109 
cm - 3  («  10% of the hydrogen concentration), the number o f 3He ions in the flare volume 
V  a  1026 cm3 is s; 5 • 1031. A  significant fraction o f these is accelerated during a 3He-rich 
flare. In  fact, enhancements in  the 3H e/4He ra tio  by a factor o f 103 — 104 are observed,
72
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and about lO30 — 1031 3He ions are accelerated during a typ ica l event up to energies o f a 
few MeV, so tha t the ir to ta l energy can be > 1025 erg. The acceleration is known to occur 
in  a tim e less than 10 s, im plying an energy gain rate o f a few hundred keV per second. 
Measurements o f 3He differential energy spectra show them  to  be power-laws w ith  spectral 
indices o f about 2 below an energy o f a few MeV; the spectra are usually steeper above that 
energy (Reames, Richardson, and Wenzel, 1992).
The firs t report o f an unusually high 3H e/4He ra tio  dates as fa r back as 1962 (Schaeffer 
and Zahringer, 1962). A  radiochemical study o f a sate llite  m aterial, exposed to flare- 
accelerated particles, revealed tha t 3He “m ight be about 10% o f the solar flare particles.” 
Later studies confirmed the existence o f 3He-rich events (Hsieh and Simpson, 1970; D ietrich, 
1973; Kocharov and Kocharov, 1984). Up to now, however, the wealth o f observational 
data has not received an exhaustive theoretical explanation. Such an explanation is highly 
desirable. The reason is tha t, though a relatively sm all fraction o f flare energy resides 
in the particles, the extreme selectivity o f the acceleration mechanism suggests tha t its 
understanding could provide significant insights into flare physics.
In this chapter, observational properties o f the 3He-rich solar events and the models 
suggested to explain them are briefly described. Then an attem pt is made to explain some 
peculiarities o f 3He spectra in  impulsive flares by considering a model o f acceleration due 
to the particle interaction w ith  ion-cyclotron waves. The new physical effect introduced is 
the influence of Coulomb losses on the particles which counteracts the acceleration at high 
energies and thus gives rise to characteristic breaks in the 3He spectrum.
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5.2 Observations and Early Models
The existing observational data clearly indicate that selective 3He acceleration occurs during 
impulsive flares, characterized by a high energy release rate in the lower corona, relatively 
small to ta l energy output and volume, and efficient acceleration o f electrons as compared 
w ith  protons. V irtu a lly  a ll solar 3He-rich events are associated w ith  impulsive 2 to 100 
keV electron events, though many electron events are not accompanied by detectable 3He 
increases (Reames, von Rosenvinge, and Lin, 1985). 3He-rich flares exhibit fast tempo­
ra l variation; 3He particles stream along the magnetic fie ld lines, ju s t as the accelerated 
electrons do.
More evidence for 3He acceleration occuring in  impulsive flares is provided by the depen­
dence o f the 3He/4He ra tio  upon the flare proton flux Ip (Kocharov and Kocharov, 1984). 
Analysis of observational data shows tha t the highest 3He enrichment takes place in  events 
w ith  low proton fluxes:
-[/p .m a x fc lO M e V )]-0-4 . (5.1)
max
Since small proton fluxes Me characteristic of impulsive flares, one infers that the 3He 
enrichment is the highest in  impulsive flares. 3He-rich events can also be identified w ith  
radio and X-ray emission generated by accelerated electrons in  impulsive flares.
Conditions for occurence o f 3He-rich events can be fu rther detailed by considering the 
so-called “high-Z” events—enrichments o f the solar particle flux  in  heavy ions such as O, 
Si, and Fe. The relationship between the heavy-ion and 3He enrichments is rather intricate. 
The degree of heavy-ion enrichment does not correlate w ith  tha t o f 3He. I t  seems tha t 3He- 
rich flares are also heavy-ion rich, but not vice versa. The heavy-ion enrichments appear
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to be independent o f energy or particle flux, suggesting th a t the enrichments exist in  the 
coronal m aterial before the particle acceleration to  M eV energies takes place. Thus the 3 He 
enrichment process operates at coronal sites tha t are enriched in  heavy ions due to  other 
reasons, but the process itse lf does not preferentially heat the heavy ions (Mason et al., 
1986). Furthermore, the measurements o f mean ion charges in  3He events show tha t the 
ions are highly ionized: the average mean charge o f Si was found to be close to 14 (im plying 
fu lly  ionized Si) and that o f Fe was found to be 20.5 ±  1.2 (Luhn et al., 1987). The high 
degree o f ionization implies tha t 3He acceleration occurs close to the coronal sites tha t are 
heated up to T  a  2 • 107 K  prior to or during the acceleration.
Therefore, the theoretical models attem pting to  explain the unusually high 3 He/ 4 He 
ratios observed during solar flares should take the follow ing facts into account: (1) prefer­
ential acceleration occurs in  impulsive flares, characterized by strong electric fields in  the 
reconnection region; (2) the magnetic field at the acceleration site is a few hundred Gauss 
or higher; (3) the acceleration mechanism can be related to  electron beams generated dur­
ing the flare; (4) coronal plasma enrichments in  heavy ions appear to be a prerequisite for 
the 3He events; (5) preferential 3He acceleration occurs in  the hot coronal plasma w ith  a 
temperature possibly approaching 107 K.
Let us briefly review some o f the older models suggested to  explain the selective acceler­
ation, which have generally been discarded by now. They were discussed, e.g., by Kocharov 
and Kocharov (1984).
According to some early models, 3He is produced by nuclear reactions during solar 
flares, in  particular by spallation reactions. Though spallation appears to be the principal 
mechanism for 3He production in  galactic cosmic rays, it  is unlikely to work during solar 
flares. Nuclear reactions would result in  the production o f deuterium and tritiu m  along w ith
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3He, which are not observed. Essentially, the spallation theories required the deuterium and 
tritiu m  production to  be suppressed. That led, however, to extreme requirements on the 
temperature and density in the flare region. Moreover, no explanation was given for the 
enhancements in  heavier elements tha t may accompany 3He-rich flares.
Another class o f models (see Kocharov and Kocharov, 1984, and references therein) 
treats particle interaction w ith  Langmuir and ion-acoustic turbulence, which can be de­
scribed by a diffusion equation in momentum space for the particle d istribu tion function 
/  =  /(p ,< ):
w  = <5-2>
The idea behind the turbulent heating mechanism is tha t the diffusion coefficient D{j de­
pends on the particle charge and mass numbers Z  and A  in  such a way tha t 3He+2 and some 
of the heavy ions diffuse faster in  momentum space and hence gain energy preferentially 
in comparison w ith  4He and hydrogen. The model runs in to d ifficu lty  though because it  
requires the electron temperature to be below 5 • 104 K  in  the acceleration region, tha t is 2 
orders of magnitude less than observed. I t  is also necessary to invoke a second acceleration 
mechanism in  order for the particles to gain the energy o f a few MeV in  a tim e o f a few 
seconds. I t  does not seem to be natural tha t the second (nondiscrim inating) mechanism 
should act in perfect accord w ith the turbulent heating, giving rise to the large number 
o f observed 3He events. From the theoretical viewpoint, Weatherall (1984) rederived the 
expressions for the diffusion coefficient D{j (for both Langmuir and ion-acoustic waves) and 
showed tha t the formulae used before had not contained the proper dependence on ion 
charge Z. (Note, fo r clarity, tha t Z  is not necessarily equal to the ion nucleus charge ZQ.) 
This cast strong doubt upon the turbulent heating mechanism.
An ingenious model for 3He and heavy-ion enrichments was suggested by Winglee (1989).
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The model makes use o f the fact th a t plasma heating during impulsive flares leads to 
“chromospheric evaporation” —motion o f plasma outward, to the corona. In itia lly  electrons 
move much faster than ions. This results in  the establishment o f the am bipolar electric 
field and corresponding potential difference <f>, which are necessary to m aintain the electric 
charge and current neutrality. The field accelerates the ions to velocities
Thus a differential motion between the various ion species, moving along the magnetic 
field lines, is established. This kind o f flow is unstable to the ion m ulti-stream  instab ility. 
Numerical simulations showed that the instab ility  can lead to energy transfer to 3He and 
heavy ions. Unfortunately, this model is d ifficu lt to  reconcile w ith  observations showing the 
absence o f a correlation between chromospheric evaporation and 3He-rich events (Reames 
et al., 1994).
The following section describes a currently popular model for 3He-rich events.
5.3 Mechanism of Acceleration
The model that seems to be the most promising currently is that o f 3He acceleration by 
ion-cyclotron waves which are excited in  a narrow frequency range by unstable electron 
beams or current-carrying electrons at the Landau resonance. As distinct from  the earlier 
models, i t  is not a smooth dependence o f the diffusion coefficient upon Z  and A, but rather 
the condition for the resonant wave-particle interaction, tha t is crucial for the rate o f energy 
increase. For an ion w ith  mass m; and charge q, to  interact strongly w ith  a wave, the linear
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resonance condition must hold:
(5.4)
where u> is the wave frequency, £|| is the component o f the wave vector k  parallel to the 
external magnetic field B , t/|| is the parallel particle velocity, O; =  q^B/{m\c) = ZQ&/A 
is its  gyrofrequency, Z  and A  are its charge and mass numbers, and n is an integer. The 
resonant interaction is most efficient for n =  ± 1 .
We note tha t the electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves occur only in  a narrow frequency band 
ju s t above the hydrogen gyrofrequency fin  in a purely hydrogen plasma. However, in the 
presence o f a considerable amount of 4He+2, the waves are also excited in  the frequency range 
between the so-called two-ion resonance frequency o>2ir  and the hydrogen gyrofrequency fig  
(for details see Sm ith and Brice, 1964). The two-ion resonance frequency is defined by the
formula
U/2Ir —
1 +  2rtHe/W H  
1 +  « H e /2 n H
(1 +  T^He/ttH) (5.5)
The two-ion resonance frequency appears only for a sufficiently large 4He density:
(5.6)
where a magnetic field magnitude o f B  =  100 G is assumed. This condition is certainly 
satisfied in  the solar atmosphere. The 3He isotope, w ith  the Z jA  ra tio  o f 2/3, is the only
ion under coronal conditions whose gyrofrequency lies between u^ir and fin  (the term  Jfe||V||
is about a factor o f smaller than the ion-cyclotron wave frequency i f  the waves are
generated at the Landau resonance). Thus, only this ion can be preferentially accelerated
by resonating w ith  the waves. Other ions, such as 4He and H, are not resonant rind hence
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can be accelerated only nonresonantly, i.e. on a much slower tim e scale.
Fisk (1978) was the firs t to use this idea to explain 3He-rich events. Fisk considered the 
electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves and derived a form ula fo r the ion heating rate dTJdt in 
terms o f the properties o f the wave spectrum. Numerical integration showed tha t 3He ions 
can indeed be heated much faster than 4He.
Though theoretically quite attractive, F isk’s model encounted a number o f difficulties. 
F irst, it  required the 4He density in  the corona to be unreasonably large (0.2 o f the hydrogen 
density) in  order to explain the generation o f sufficiently intense electrostatic ion-cyclotron 
waves. Second, restriction o f the theory to the case o f purely electrostatic waves was not jus­
tified  in  the presence o f electron beams and the magnetic field associated w ith  them. Third, 
the wave-particle interaction was not efficient enough to provide the necessary acceleration 
to MeV energies; hence the second phase o f particle acceleration was s till required.
Attem pts to improve F isk’s model did not seem successful u n til the appearance o f the 
paper by Temerin and Roth (1992), who expanded the treatm ent by considering the elec­
tromagnetic ion-cyclotron waves generated by electron beams in  a plasma w ith  a realistic 
concentration o f 4He (cf. Temerin and Lysak, 1984). I t  turned out th a t these waves, prop­
agating almost perpendicular to the magnetic field, can acquire a substantial fraction (a 
few percent) o f the electron beam energy and can efficiently accelerate 3He in  a one-stage 
process up to several MeV.
As far as the generation o f the waves is concerned, it  is thought th a t they are produced 
by unstable electron beams (Temerin and Lysak, 1984; Temerin and Roth, 1992; M ille r and 
Viiias, 1993). A  d ifficu lty  w ith  th is approach is tha t the electron beam should be unstable 
to other instabilities as well. In  particular, the Langmuir (plasma) waves are generated most 
easily (Vedenov, 1968). These waves should lead to relaxation o f the electron d istribution
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function and form ation o f a “plateau” in phase space. This is a well-known process in 
plasma physics and it  is not clear how the electron beam could generate ion-cyclotron 
waves more easily than plasma waves. On the other hand, when the electron d istribution as 
a whole drifts  relative to  the ions, the d istribu tion is stable w ith  respect to the plasma waves 
because the instab ility  would require a positive gradient in  velocity space. I t  turns out that 
the electromagnetic ion-cyclotron instab ility  can have the lowest threshold o f any current- 
driven instab ility, provided the plasma /3 is sufficiently large (Forslund, Kindel, and Stroscio, 
1979). Because some kind o f turbulence is also necessary to increase the energy release rate 
in  reconnection regions o f solar flares, this approach to  the generation o f turbulence seems 
to be attractive from  the theoretical viewpoint.
The process o f kinetic energy gain by ions interacting w ith  the waves can be explained 
as follows. Consider a charged particle moving in  the plane perpendicular to a constant 
magnetic field B  =  (0 ,0 ,5 ) under the action o f the wave electric field E =  (5 (z , £), 0 , 0 ). 
The equation o f m otion is easily reduced to  tha t o f the perturbed harmonic oscillator for 
the x coordinate:
x + Qfx = -$ -E (x ,t), (5.7)
n ii
y =  (5.8)
Now a form al solution can be found by introducing the complex quantity £ =  i  +  »n,x (see, 
e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1960, §22), allowing us to  obtain an expression for the average 
“transverse”  kinetic energy o f the ion w-t =  m j( i2 +  y2 ) / 2 :
< -.«>  =  j f ‘ d(" -1 ')]  (« (* '. < W ,  <")> • (5-9)
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This is a form al solution because the dependence o f x on t, necessary to perform the integral
on the right-hand side, is s till unknown. However, because the integrand (E (x't t')E(x", t")) 
is ju s t the wave correlation function R (x"  — x \  t" —t1) , the properties o f accelerated particles 
are seen to be determined by the properties o f the wave spectrum.
Davidson, 1972). The result in  the lim it o f large parallel phase velocities, w/fy| v, used 
by Temerin and Roth (1992), is as follows:
Here k is the wave vector, p is the particle gyroradius, Jn are Bessel functions, and W  
is the wave energy density, which is expressed in terms o f the Fourier transform o f the 
wave correlation function S(A, u/) as W {k, w) =  S (fc,o/)/8 ir. To sim plify the notation, the 
quantities w ithout a subscript, like w, q, m, Q and p, are assumed hereafter to pertain to 
3He. Temerin and Roth (1992) used form ula (5.10) to find the 3He energy gain rate for 
the n =  1 resonance (the term  w ith  n =  — 1 is not im portant for left-hand polarized waves 
under discussion). The result is tha t acceleration to a few MeV can occur in  a tim e o f 
0.1 — I s ,  corresponding closely to observations. I t  is im portant that the electromagnetic 
ion-cyclotron waves are excited most efficiently in  the frequency range 0.6  Ah < u  < 0.8  Oh 
(Forslund, Kindel, and Stroscio, 1979; M ille r and Vinas, 1993). The 3He isotope, w ith  its 
ra tio  Z /A  =  2/3, is the only ion under coronal conditions whose gyrofrequency lies in this 
range. Therefore, only this ion can be selectively accelerated by resonating w ith  the waves 
(assuming tha t the term  can be ignored for the oblique waves). This model for selective 
3He acceleration w ill be employed in  the calculations to follow.
The energy gain rate can also be estimated by using quasilinear plasma theory (e.g.,
n 2 Jl{kp)
CkPy  ' (5.10)
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For values o f k corresponding to the fastest growing waves, the equality kp = 1 is reached 
at an energy on the order o f 0.1 MeV. Hence, when studying acceleration to energies on 
the order o f a few MeV, it  is reasonable to use the asym ptotic expansion o f Jn valid for 
large arguments, k p ^ l .  The integration is then performed to  give for the principal n  =  1 
resonance (Temerin and Roth, 1992)
(5 .U )
Here Wturb is the to ta l density o f turbulent energy and Au; is the frequency interval occupied 
by the waves. Equation (5.11) shows tha t the acceleration can occur fast enough to provide 
the selective energization o f 3He ions in  impulsive solar flares. A  simple estimate is obtained 
by defining the acceleration tim e tK  =  w /d tw and adopting the following typical values: 
B  =  100 G, Aw =  0.2 Qhi (k) = 5 • 10~ 3 cm -1  (Temerin and Roth, 1992, M ille r and Vinas, 
1993). We also assume fo r sim plic ity tha t the average value (jfe3) «  (Jfe)3. Then the estimate
i“ >
shows tha t in  order to  im pulsively (fac ss 1 s) accelerate the ions to energies o f a few MeV, 
a reasonably low turbulence level on the order o f 10~ 5 erg/cm 3 is required. I t  is im portant 
tha t the corresponding rms wave electric field is about 5 V /cm , a value confirmed by direct 
measurements o f electric fields in  the solar atmosphere (for a review, see Foukal and H inata, 
1991). In  what follows, the value o f WtUPb =  1.13 • 10“ 5 erg/cm 3, corresponding to Em t =  5 
V /cm , is used.
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5.4 Formation of the Helium-3 Spectrum
The acceleration model should explain not only the energy gain rate, but also the shape of 
the particle spectrum. Hence the next logical step in  the construction o f a detailed model 
for 3 He enrichments is the determ ination o f the particle spectrum. This can be done by 
solving the Fokker-Planck (transport) equation fo r the d istribution function /  =  f{w , t):
f b & ’ w l s  <5 1 3 >
(here nonrelativistic energies are assumed). The integral f  f(w ,t)d w  would give the to ta l 
particle density. A  derivation o f the transport equation for quasilinear energy diffusion and 
some o f the pertinent results were reviewed by Lee (1994). This section presents some new 
results for the problem o f the 3He spectrum form ation (see also Litvinenko, 1996b).
Using Equation (5.11) and taking in to  account diffusion in  energy space, one can obtain 
the Fokker-Planck equation for the d istribu tion  function f(w ,t)  in  the form  (cf. Sturrock, 
1966, for the case kp <C 1):
where r  =  /  Dadt is not necessarily proportional to t.
The last equation can be solved by standard methods. One o f them, due to Tverskoi 
(1967), is to find a particular solution, /  =  exp(—K2 r)g(w), and then use the in itia l condition 
to determine the function h in  the general solution
/•OO
f ( w ,r ) =  /  exp (-K 2r)j(tu)fc(/c)Kdie. (5.15)
Jo
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The result is
r°°f(w ,r )  =  / f Q(w0 )G(w,w 0 ,T)dwo, (5.16)
Jo
where
,  ^ 2(um0) 3/4 (  4 w * / 2 +  tUg/2^ ( 8 (wvjo)s/4\
C ? K » o ,t)  —  exp  _ i - J  /_ 3/s ( - ^ - j  (5-17)
is the Green’s function, I  being the modified Bessel function o f the firs t kind. This formula 
can be considerably simplified in the event o f acceleration o f in itia lly  low-energy particles: 
wq —► 0. In  th is lim it, the distribution function is
. . (5 /2 )1/,s n /  4 wsf2\
/ ( ” ' T ) “ n W ^ “ p n 5 —  )■ ( 5 - I 8 )
irrespective o f the in itia l d istribution /o(«»o)- Here n is the to ta l density o f accelerated 
particles. As discussed earlier, observations im ply tha t n <  5 • 105 cm-3 .
Solution (5.18) to the Fokker-Planck equation is in  good agreement w ith  the numerical 
results (M ille r, V iiias, and Reames, 1993). I t  predicts the spectrum to be fla t below a cut-off 
energy «  r 2/ 5 and to  fa ll off rapidly above it. The cut-off energy is time-dependent and can 
have any value. This is in contradiction to observations.
F irs t, a typical 3He spectrum is softer at low energies than follows from  solution (5.18). 
Second, the spectrum is not as steep at high energies as form ula (5.18) predicts. Reames, 
Richardson, and Wenzel (1992) modeled a typ ica l observed d istribu tion function as a power 
law w ~ 2 below the cut-off energy and as w ~3-5 above it .  Mobius et al. (1982) used a 
characterization involving the modified Bessel function, w ith  the high-energy asym ptotic
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form ~  w~3/s exp[—const u;3/4]. Recent data from the SAM PEX spacecraft (Mason, Mazur, 
and Ham ilton, 1994) also indicate tha t the 3He spectrum fa lls o ff in  a m a n n er sim ilar to 
that reported by Mobius et al. (1982). Finally, the observed cut-o ff energy itse lf is not 
arbitrary; its  value is close to 2 MeV/ nucleon (Reames, Meyer, and von Rosenvinge, 1994; 
Mason, Mazur, and Ham ilton, 1994). The acceleration mechanism alone cannot explain 
these features o f the spectrum. A  possible additional physical mechanism is presented 
below.
Equation (5.11) shows that the 3He energy gain rate decreases w ith  increasing energy. 
The decrease is so fast tha t Coulomb losses can become im portant for sufficiently large 
energies. I t  is th is effect tha t can be responsible for the shape o f the 3He spectrum.
Butler and Buckingham (1962) calculated the Coulomb energy loss rate for a particle 
of speed v, moving in  a plasma w ith  electron temperature Te and concentration ne:
P (u) =  neln A F  ( - = L = = )  . (5.19)\ Z 2 k & T em c \ y j 2 k & T K/ m K J
Here InA ~  20 is the Coulomb logarithm . The loss rate to electrons is larger than to ions 
by the factor (m ;/m e)(n e/ ^ 3n;), hence the losses to ions can be ignored.
The function F  is defined as
F(x) = - f  e x p (-z 2) dz -  ( l  + — 'j exp(—z2). (5.20)
x Jo \  m  J
The maximum of F  is reached at x «  1.5. For 3He, this corresponds to the power loss 
Fmax ~  0.36 M eV/s at an energy o f about 1 MeV for typ ica l coronal conditions (ne =  1010 
cm -3  and Te =  10° K ). For larger energies, F  is a decreasing function. However, i t  falls off 
less rapid ly than the energy gain rate (5.11) and eventually overcomes the la tte r. Because
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the energies o f at least a few MeV are o f prim ary interest to us here, le t us use the asymptotic 
expansion valid for x ^  1 :
n *  ->  °°) ~  (5-2i)
Equating the energy gain rate (5.11) to the loss rate (5.19), w ith  account taken o f (5.21), 
gives a formula for the characteristic 3He kinetic energy:
-  Wturb f t3 me 
W° Aw (k3) nee2 InA  ^ ^
Substitution o f the above numerical values gives tu0 =  5.3 MeV, a value very close to the 
observational result o f 2 MeV/nucleon.
The effect o f Coulomb losses should also be im portant in  the form ation o f the particle 
spectrum. To see this, le t us rewrite the Fokker-Planck equation (5.14) w ith  due regard to 
the losses:
% = L { D ° ' ’ - U 2 U , + p w ) -  <5-23>
Again, this equation is considerably sim plified in the lim it o f large energies, reducing in the 
time-independent case to the following:
=  <5-24>
w ith  the obvious solution
f (w)  =  const exp (-w /w 0). (5.25)
This solution agrees closely w ith  the Bessel function f it  used by Mobius et al. (1982) to 
describe the 3He spectrum. Formula (5.25) seems to be more adequte fo r interpretation of
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the observational data than Equation (5.18), derived by ignoring the energy losses.
The form  o f d istribu tion  (5.25) essentially depends upon the energy gain rate (5.11). The 
la tte r has been calculated in  the quasilinear regime. One obvious way to generalize solution 
(5.25) is to consider the energy gain rate o f the form  dto/dt ~  w~a w ith  an a rb itra ry a. 
I t  is known, in  particular, tha t ion acceleration may be more efficient in  strong turbulence 
than the quasilinear approach predicts: a  decreases from  3/2 to 1/4 as the turbulence level 
increases (Lysak, Hudson, and Temerin, 1980).
Generalizing the calculations above, one can easily modify Equation (5.23) and solve it  
to get the particle spectrum
/ ( w) ~  exp yja-const-
(a - 1 /2 ) (5.26)
Note tha t this solution does not tend to  zero at large energies i f  a < 1/2. This means tha t 
the Coulomb losses cannot balance the energy gain due to strong turbulence. In this case, 
the break in  the spectrum should be absent. I t  is o f interest, though, tha t some observed 
ion spectra (o f both 3He and heavier ions) can be fitted  by formula (5.26) w ith  a  =  1.25 
(Mobius et al., 1982) and a  — 1.075 (Mazur, Mason, and Klecker, 1995).
Returning to Equation (5.23), an analytical description o f the particle spectrum for low 
energies can be obtained by using an analytic approximation for F , valid for both small 
and large arguments:
2 x 2
F W  “  F m P v T f  • <5-27>
Then the stationary solution to Equation (5.23) is
/(to ) =  const exp w 2 u»i f 2v/to /to i — l \ 1— 7=—  arctan I — ----- ■=------- I
too \/3  too V v3  /
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( 1 - V w / w i  +  w / w A  Wl/{3wo)
V 0 - + V w/ wi)2 )
where wi =  / A)2!3m k^Tc/m K.
A  s till more accurate solution can be obtained by num erically integrating Equation 
(5.23). I t  should be useful for comparison w ith  the spectra tha t w ill be provided by the 
instruments on board the SOHO spacecraft. Other effects, such as particle escape from  the 
acceleration region, can also be incorporated into the solution.
5.5 Discussion
The upshot o f the above calculations is tha t the Coulomb losses can counteract the accel­
eration due to the ion-cyclotron waves at energies o f a few MeV, thus giving rise to the 
observed exponential spectrum o f the 3He ions in  impulsive solar flares.
The largest uncertainty o f this treatm ent results from  the am biguity in  the choice o f pa­
rameters, firs t o f a ll the turbulence level I^turb- To elim inate the ambiguity, the parameters 
should be determined from  a self-consistent solution to the problem o f generation and dis­
sipation o f the turbulence (k, Aw, IVturb) and from a model for the structure and dynamics 
o f the flare energy source (ne and Te).
S tric tly  speaking, the self-consistent approach would require tha t the equations describ­
ing the evolution o f the wave spectrum and particle d istribu tion  be solved simultaneously 
(e. g., Bogdan, Lee, and Schneider, 1991). The problem, however, is significantly sim pli­
fied because the waves are generated by particles o f one sort—electrons—and interact most 
strongly w ith  particles o f another sort—3He ions. Thus one can assume tha t the wave 
growth rate can be found from  linear calculations. Then the energy balance o f turbulence
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takes the form :
dWturb 
d t =  27 Wturb- n ^ ~ y  (5.29)
In the steady-state case, we substitute (dw /d t) from  Equation (5.11) and use the average 
energy w =  w0 given by Equation (5.22) to find a relation between the density o f accelerated 
ions and the turbulence level:
4iry/2mq2 ^Aa;(fc3)J  U ee2ln A j (5'30)
Here j  ~  10-3 flH  is the growth rate o f the in s tab ility  (M ille r and Vinas, 1993). I t  follows 
from  th is equation tha t the turbulence level must be 1.6 • 10-s  erg/cm3 in order to  obtain 
the typ ica lly  observed 3He density o f 10s cm-3 . This value o f Wturb is almost equal to 
the one used above. This estimate shows tha t the equilibrium  turbulence level should be 
the result o f wave interaction w ith  the ions (rather than electrons). Otherwise some other 
source o f energy would be required in  order to  explain the to ta l energy of 3He ions.
Therefore, by considering conservation equations, the parameters used in the model 
can be determined unambiguously and hence the 3He spectra in impulsive flares can be 
construed to reflect the balance between the acceleration by the ion-cyclotron turbulence 
and energy loss due to Coulomb collisions. Comparison o f the model predictions w ith  
observations should place additional constraints on the parameters used. In particular, the 
absence o f the energy break in ion spectra in  some flares is an indication o f a more efficient 
energy gain by the ions. This can be due to a smaller value o f the wave vector or strong 
turbulence effects. The ab ility  o f the ion-cyclotron wave acceleration model to  reproduce 
some o f the salient features o f the 3He spectra appears to  be a strong argument in  its  favor.
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Conclusion
I t  is known tha t there exist causal relationships among various aspects o f solar flares, such 
as strong heating o f the coronal plasma, generation o f turbulence and M HD flows, electron 
and proton acceleration, and occasional selective acceleration o f 3He and some heavy ions. 
According to present views, these aspects are interrelated not only causally, but also by 
being parts o f a single physical phenomenon—magnetic reconnection at a current sheet 
(Syrovatskii, 1981; Priest, 1982; Somov, 1992, 1994). This is the basic driver o f a ll these 
flare phenomena. However, one or another process w ill be more prom inent in a given 
flare depending upon particular conditions in  the solar atmosphere. Let us see, at least 
qualitatively, how the results o f the previous chapters conform to the general picture o f the 
flare process.
Suppose both the coronal magnetic field and the field emerging from  below the photo­
sphere are strong. Then the interaction o f magnetic fluxes gives rise to strong gradients of 
the field relatively low in  the solar atmosphere. Hence an RCS forms w ith  a large electric 
current, corresponding to a high flare energy release rate. An impulsive flare w ill result in 
th is case. A  high reconnection rate implies a high electric field (possibly >  10 V /cm ) inside 
the sheet. The strong electric field efficiently accelerates electrons, as described in  chapter 
3, leading to  abundant X-ray and radio emissions.
90
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In  principle, different regimes o f particle acceleration by the direct electric field are 
possible, depending on the magnetic field structure inside the sheet. For a negligibly small 
longitudinal field, the Speiser (1965, 1968) mechanism is applicable fo r both electrons and 
protons. Because the particles gain the same speed in the RCS, the energy m ainly resides 
in protons w ith an energy o f about 0.1 — 1 MeV, while the electron energy does not exceed 
1 keV (this picture is strongly advocated by Simnett, 1995). Protons and electrons leave 
the RCS w ith  the same speed almost parallel to the external magnetic field. Thus a neutral 
beam is created, traveling down the flare loops. I f  the longitudinal magnetic field happens to 
be sufficiently large (see chapter 2), it  starts to efficiently magnetize electrons (but not ions) 
inside the RCS, so tha t the ir energy can increase up to a re la tiv istic value. In  th is case the 
electrons carry the bulk o f the particle energy. This approach provides a unified description 
o f particle acceleration in  flares and may resolve the existing controversy between the proton 
and electron beam models.
Even though the protons are not significantly influenced by the longitudinal magnetic 
field, they can s till acquire re la tiv is tic  energies by repeatedly interacting w ith  the RCS. 
Such interaction, however, is unlikely in  impulsive flares. The reason fo r this is the highly 
impulsive, bursty nature o f reconnection in  th is case. In  addition to tha t, flare energy release 
leads to the heating o f the chromosphere and its subsequent upward m otion—the so-called 
chromospheric evaporation (see Forbes, Malherbe, and Priest, 1989, fo r a discussion on how 
reconnection drives evaporation and how the la tte r modifies reconnection). The plasma 
density in  the flare loops increases by a few orders o f magnitude. The Coulomb interactions 
for particles moving outside the RCS increase proportionally and the protons are more like ly 
to get scattered than to return to the RCS and be further accelerated.
The situation can be different in  gradual flares. Even though generally they correspond
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to re lative ly slow reconnection o f weak magnetic fields, a strong electric field can be a 
result o f fast motions o f the coronal plasma. The motions are caused by an erupting 
prominence tha t serves to trigger the flare. The RCS “rupture” —a regime o f impulsive 
reconnection—takes place w ith  reconnection inflow  speeds as high as 0.1 o f the Alfven 
speed. This mechanism, described in  chapter 4, appears to be a useful a lternative to the 
usual acceleration at shock fronts.
The electric field accelerates electrons to velocities exceeding the threshold for current 
instab ilities. An inevitable result o f the instabilities is the development o f turbulence in  the 
RCS. The ion-cyclotron instab ility  can be excited more easily than any other current-driven 
in s tab ility  provided the plasma (3 is sufficiently large (>  0.01 — 0.1; see Forslund, Kindel, 
and Stroscio, 1979). Recall tha t it  is in  sm all impulsive flares tha t one should expect large 
/? as a result o f chromospheric evaporation. The density o f the ion-cyclotron turbulence 
energy can be as high as 10~* — 10-3 o f th a t o f the therm al plasma energy (Somov, 1992), 
quite enough to assure preferential acceleration o f 3He by the waves, described in chapter 
5. The acceleration mechanism is selective because 3He is in  resonance w ith  the waves, 
whereas 4He is not.
High-temperature turbulent RCSs are sufficiently hot to  explain the high ionization 
states o f heavy ions. Theoretical models predict the temperature to be «  107 — 10® K, 
compatible w ith  the result o f Luhn et al. (1987) tha t the coronal m aterial is heated to 
~  2 • 107 K  prior to, or during, the 3He acceleration.
The fact tha t the 3He enrichment process is not responsible for the heavy-ion enrichment 
(Mason ef al., 1986) finds a natural explanation in  the model o f M ullan and Levine (1981), 
according to which the heavy ions are preaccelerated by converging plasma flows before 
entering the RCS. Once inside the sheet, the ions are accelerated by the electric field,
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associated w ith  reconnection, and become highly ionized.
Thus there are good reasons to believe tha t the preferential 3He acceleration in  some 
impulsive solar flares is a consequence o f resonant interaction o f the ions w ith  electromag­
netic ion-cyclotron waves, resulting from the current in s ta b ility  in  RCSs. A  unified theory 
for energy release and particle acceleration in solar flares m ight explain the preferential 3 He 
acceleration as a three-step process: (1) form ation o f current sheets and energization o f 
electrons during the m ain phase o f the flare; (2) excitation o f electromagnetic ion-cyclotron 
waves; (3) 3He acceleration through the gyroresonant interaction w ith  the waves.
Therefore, the main conclusion of this work (and in fact a starting point for future inves­
tigations) is the following. Global plasma dynamics and magnetic reconnection determine 
a number of parameters in the region of primary energy release during solar flares. These 
parameters comprise, but Eire not restricted to, the magnetic field strength and the relative 
VEdues of its components, the speed of plsisma inflow into the reconnection region (that 
is reconnection rate), Eind the plsisma 0  in the vicinity of the RCS. As was shown in the 
preceding chapters, these parEimeters serve to control the acceleration of particles during 
flares Eind determine their typical energies, spectra, Eind composition.
The results presented in  th is dissertation were previously published or sure currently in 
press (Litvinenko, 1993, 1996a, 1996b; Litvinenko and Somov, 1993, 1995; Akim ov et al., 
1996).
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